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A series of break size parameter tests (SB-PV-07 and SB-PV-08) were conducted at the Large 

Scale Test Facility (LSTF) of ROSA-V Program by simulating a vessel top small break loss-of- 

coolant accident (SBLOCA) at a pressurized water reactor (PWR). Typical phenomena to the 

vessel top break LOCA and effectiveness of operator recovery actions on core cooling were 

studied under an assumption of total failure of high pressure injection (HPI) system. The LSTF 

simulates a 4-loop 3423 MWt PWR by a full-height, full-pressure and 1/48 volume scaling 

two-loop system. Typical phenomena of vessel top break LOCA are clarified for the cases with 

break sizes of 1.0 and 0.1% cold leg break equivalent. The results from a 0.5% top break LOCA 

test (SB-PV-02) in the early ROSA-IV Program was referred during discussion. Operator actions 

of HPI recovery in the 1.0% top break test and steam generator (SG) depressurization in the 0.1% 

top break test were initiated when temperature at core exit thermocouple (CET) reached 623 K 

during core boil-off. Both operator actions resulted in immediate recovery of core cooling. Based 

on the obtained data, several thermal-hydraulic phenomena were discussed further such as 

relations between vessel top head water level and steam discharge at the break, and between 

coolant mass inventory transient and core heat-up and quench behavior, and CET performances 

to detect core heat-up under influences of three-dimensional (3D) steam flows in the core and 

core exit.  
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加圧水型原子炉(PWR)頂部の小破断冷却材喪失事故(SBLOCA)の特徴と、高圧注入系(HPI)不作

動時の運転員の回復操作の有効性を調べるため、ROSA-V 計画の大型非定常試験装置(LSTF)を用

いて一連の破断サイズパラメータ実験(SB-PV-07, SB-PV-08)を実施した。LSTF は 4 ループ PWR 

(3423 MWt)を高さ実寸、実機圧力、容積比 1/48 の 2 ループ方式で模擬している。本報では、初期の

ROSA-IV 計画で実施したコールドレグ 0.5%相当の頂部破断 LOCA 実験(SB-PV-02)を含め、破断サイ

ズ 1.0～0.1%における頂部破断 LOCA 事象の特徴的現象を明らかにした。炉心ボイルオフ過程におい

て、炉心出口温度計(CET)が 623 K に到達することで開始した運転員の回復操作は、1.0%頂部破断に

おける HPI 作動と 0.1%頂部破断における蒸気発生器(SG)減圧操作共に、炉心冷却を直ちに回復する

効果を示した。加えて、破断口の蒸気流出と炉容器頂部水位との関係や、炉心の過熱・クエンチ挙動と

１次系保有水量の推移との関係、ならびに炉心内や出口部の３次元蒸気流れが炉心過熱を検知する

ための CET の特性に及ぼす影響を明らかにした。 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
 

The Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF) [1] is a full-height, full-pressure and 1/48 volumetrically- 

scaled simulator for a Westinghouse-type 4-loop (3423 MWt) pressurized water reactor (PWR) 

with primary and secondary coolant systems including an electrically-heated simulated core, 

emergency core cooling systems (ECCSs) and control systems for accident management (AM) 

actions. The maximum core power of 10 MW is equivalent to 14% of the 1/48-scaled PWR rated 

power covering the scaled PWR decay heat after the scram.  

 

The OECD/NEA ROSA Project which started in 2005 by the agreement between the Japan Atomic 

Energy Agency (JAEA), OECD/NEA and thirteen member countries, had determined to conduct a 

small break loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA) test (Test 6-1, SB-PV-09 in JAEA) [2,3]. A PWR 

vessel top break LOCA was simulated with an assumption of total failure of high pressure injection 

(HPI) to study on the effect of AM action and to provide integral test data for assessment and 

development of advanced analytical codes. As for this break location, a safety issue had been 

raised concerning structural integrity at the PWR pressure vessel (PV) top head for significant wall 

thinning found at the control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) penetration nozzle (see Fig.1-1) at top 
head of the Davis Besse reactor in the USA in 2002.  

 

A PV top head SBLOCA test has been performed in JAEA by using LSTF as SB-PV-02 [4-6] test 

with a break size of 0.5% equivalent to cold leg break in one of the break location parameter tests 

in the early ROSA-IV Program (May 1987). Effect of HPI initiation was studied as a delayed 

operator action. It showed typical responses of PV top break LOCA as earlier steam discharge, 

larger remaining coolant mass in the primary loops and later core heat-up start than in other 

SBLOCAs with a break at cold leg (CL), hot leg (HL) and PV bottom. 

 

Two LSTF tests were conducted further, precedent to the OECD ROSA Test 6-1, with different 

break sizes and operator recovery actions as shown in Table 1-1. In SB-PV-07 test (abbreviated 
as SP7), 1.0% break simulates about a half size of one CRDM nozzle ejection and an operator 

action to recover the HPI system is planned after detecting the core exit thermocouple (CET) 

heat-up at 623K. On the other hand, an AM action to rapidly depressurize steam generator (SG) 

secondary sides by fully opening SG relief valves (RVs) after the same CET temperature rise was 

planned in SB-PV-08 test (abbreviated as SP8) with a significantly small break size of 0.1% break. 

In addition, non-condensable gas inflow from the accumulator injection system (AIS) tanks was 

simulated in two tests after completion of the water injection at approximately 1.5 MPa in order to 

study the influence of gas inflow on the long term core cooling transient.  
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The core was heated up in these tests, but was quenched well by the HPI actuation in SP7 test 

and by the SG depressurization action in SP8 test, respectively. A part of the test results of these 

tests was recently summarized with respect to the CET performance to detect core heat-up in a 

report [5] and an average steam velocity at the upper core plate (UCP) to clarify three-dimensional 

(3D) steam flow around the CETs [6].  

 

1.2 Objectives 
 

Objectives of this report are (1) to clarify thermal-hydraulic behaviors typical to the PWR top 

SBLOCA phenomena, (2) to clarify the effects of AM actions initiated by detecting the CET 

temperature increases during the PV top SBLOCA tests and (3) to clarify the effects of break size 

on the top break phenomena. 

 

Chapters 2 and 3 describe the LSTF system with instrumentation and test conditions, respectively. 

Chapter 4 presents precise results of the SP7 and SP8 tests including the general thermohydraulic 

behavior, estimation of upper head water level transients, primary coolant mass, CET 

performance to detect core heat-up and effects of 3D steam flows at the core and core exit in 

Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The break size effects on the PV top SBLOCA phenomena are 

briefly summarized in Section 4.3. Appendix-A gives a measurement list of all available 

experiment data for SP7 and SP8 tests in addition to measurement locations.  
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2. Facility Description 
 
2.1 LSTF System with PV Top Break Unit 
 

(1) General Concept of LSTF System  

Figure 2.1-1 shows configuration of the LSTF and the reference PWR. The LSTF [1] was 
designed to simulate PWR thermal-hydraulic phenomena during SBLOCAs and operational 

transients with a 1/48-volumetric scaling and the same time scale. It features full-height 

components which are important to simulate gravitational fluid behaviors in a SBLOCA transient, 

simulated control systems, simulated ECCSs, prototypical thermal-hydraulic conditions in the 

primary and secondary systems, and core electric power simulating the scaled PWR decay power. 

The LSTF major design characteristics are compared with those of the PWR in Table 2.1-1.  
 

One of major differences between the LSTF and the reference PWR is the core bypass region 

which is included in the downcomer volume in order to have a relatively wider downcomer gap size 

and thus it results in rather smaller-scaled core flow area. Another atypicality of the LSTF is an 

aspect ratio of the upper plenum (UP) configuration as shown in the table. As the HL top elevation 

is the same between the LSTF and the PWR, the LSTF small-sized HL diameter results in higher 

HL bottom elevation, and thus the small sized UP diameter (DUP) associated with rather long 

distance (LUP) between the HL bottom and the UCP top surface results in 1/12-scaled UP aspect 

ratio (DUP/LUP) compared to that in the reference PWR. This distortion may cause larger 

differences on water fall-back phenomena from the HLs to the UCP and core top region between 

the LSTF and the PWR, which can be observed in the CET temperature responses during an SG 

depressurization action. These distortions should be taken into account in the discussion on 

applicability of LSTF experiment results to the PWR conditions in addition to the volumetric scaling 

concept in the coolant volume distribution and core power transients.  

 

Figure 2.1-2 shows a flow diagram of the LSTF which includes the PV with the fourth simulated 
fuel assembly and internals, a full-height pressurizer (PZR), two primary loops with an SG and a 

coolant pump in each one, a break unit connected to the break flow storage tank (ST), three types 

of the ECCSs which consist of the HPI system, AIS and low pressure injection (LPI) system for 

each loop. The LSTF secondary system consists of each SG secondary side with outer 

downcomer piping, the steam lines with the safety valves and RVs, feedwater systems and the 

steam condensation system.  

 

(2) Pressure Vessel and Upper Plenum Internal Structures  

Figure 2.1-3 shows vertical cross-sectional view of the LSTF PV compared with that of the 
reference PWR. Heights of the UP, core and downcomer (DC) in the LSTF are the same as those 
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of the reference PWR. One full-size control rod guide tube (CRGT) which is approximately 

1/48-scaled volume of the reference PWR CRGTs, is divided into eight slender CRGTs in LSTF to 

simulate PWR fluid conditions in the core and core exit regions. These CRGTs have flow paths 

between the UCP and the upper head (UH). The DC top region and the UH are connected through 

eight spray nozzles with 3.4 mm inner diameter (ID). Figure 2.1-4 shows vertical section of the 
core and internal structures. Heater rods are assembled by nine spacers, lower grid and upper 

grid in the core barrel. In the lower plenum (LP), each heater rod lead passes through the LP 

spacers and is installed on the vessel flange. A core bypass region surrounding the actual PWR 

core is included in the LSTF DC region and thus, the LSTF DC volume deviates from a 

volumetrically scaled PWR DC volume. There are two HL leak simulation lines which connect the 

middle downcomer (EL 5.318 m, EL:above core bottom) and two HLs as shown in Fig.2.1-5. 
 

(3) Upper Head and Break Unit  
Configuration of UH region with CRGTs, PV top break nozzle, spray nozzles are shown in 

Fig.2.1-14 in addition to measurement locations including DP 63 (EL 7.834-9.653 m) and DP 133 
(EL 6.614-9.653 m) which are used to estimate collapsed water levels in UH, and fluid 

temperatures at four elevations (TE 115 through TE 122). The break nozzle center elevation is EL 

8.501 m. The CRGT top at EL 8.096m has a narrow flow path around the control rod drive axis 

and a cover above the top. The DC spray nozzle top elevation is EL 7.381 m. The UH consists of 

three regions; top region above the CRGTs, middle region above the spray nozzle and lower well 

above the upper core support plate. Figure 2.1-6 shows configuration of the break unit (BU) 
connected to the UH nozzle with 87.3 mm inner diameter. The BU includes a break orifice, an 

air-operated valve (AOV-300) for the break start, and a horizontal line of 3.755 m in length 

including measurements of a Venturi-type flow meter and a three-beam gamma-ray densitometer. 

The break orifice (see Fig.3.2-1) is changed according to each test condition. The BU line is 
connected to the ST tank through 8-inch discharge line piping.  

 

(4) Steam Generator  

Figure 2.1-7 shows vertical cross-section of both the primary and secondary sides of two 
symmetrical SGs (SG-A and SG-B). The SG primary side consists of inlet and outlet plena, and 

141 U-tubes. The LSTF SG inlet plenum volume is more than twice larger than that of the scaled 

PWR SG inlet plenum, while the LSTF SG outlet plenum consisting of a compartment and a 

vertical sleeve approximately simulates the scaled PWR SG outlet plenum. Two SGs are capable 

of heat removal more than a scaled core decay heat and are used to simulate the secondary 

depressurization by controlling the SGRVs in addition to the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) supply.  

 

(5) Core Exit Thermocouples Arrangement and UCP Flow Paths 

Figure 2.1-8 shows precise configuration of the UCP flow paths in addition to the CET location. 
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Eight CRGTs and ten support columns are installed on the UCP in LSTF. The CRGT in LSTF is a 

rectangular tube with 72.4 mm outer size in the UP region and has 66.1 mm inner size at the UCP 

inlet. There are 24 flow path holes at the UCP. A total flow area of 24 holes and 8 CRGT inlets is 

0.08558 m2 simulating 1/48 of that in the reference PWR. Twenty CETs are arranged 13 mm 

above the UCP top surface in two different types. Four CETs are located around the outer surface 

of CRGT basement above the heater rod bundles of B10, B12, B22 and B24 as shown in Fig.2.1-8 
(a) and therefore these are separated from the CRGT inside steam flow. Sixteen CETs are 

similarly located in height at the fringe of flow path holes as shown in Fig.2.1-8 (b) above the rod 
bundles of B01 through B09, B11, B14, B15, B18, B19, B21 and B23 which have no CRGT at the 

core exit. The CETs are not installed above the high power bundles of B13, B16, B17 and B20 

with CRGT on the UCP (refer core rod bundle arrangement shown in Fig.2.1-9 and temperature 

measurements in core and core exit shown in Table 2.2-2).  
 

(6) Simulated Core Assembly with Radial and Axial Power Distribution 

Figure 2.1-9 shows horizontal cross-section of the core and arrangement of electric heater rods. 
The heater rods have the same diameter and heated length as the reference PWR and are 

arranged in twenty four bundles with 7×7 array except for peripheral regions. The axial peaking 

factor of 1.4945 is given to nine-step axial power distribution (see Fig.2.1-10) which simulates a 
cosine curve around the core center. Total numbers of the heater rods, non-heating tie rods and 

dummy rods are 1008, 96 and 40, respectively. Four tie rods in one bundle simulate the PWR 

control rods. Eight DP measurements at the peripheral core are not used.  

 

Three kinds of heater rods are assembled in the LSTF core, i.e., high, middle and low power rods 

with respect to the radial power profile which is given by a radial peaking factor of 1.51 for the 

high-power rod bundles (bundle number through B13 through B20), 1.00 for the middle-power 

bundles (bundle number B21 through B24) and 0.66 for the peripheral low-power bundles (B01 

through B12), respectively as shown in Fig.2.1-11.  
 

(7) Accumulator Injection System (AIS) with Nitrogen Gas   

AIS injection line connects each AIS tank (Fig.2.1-12) and two CLs, i.e., one from the ACC tank to 

CL-A, and another one from ACH tank to CL-B as shown in Figs.2.1-13 (b) and (a), respectively. 
Heater rods are installed in both tanks to establish initial AIS water temperatures (320 K in most 

cases). Normal water level is set at EL 14.604 m to simulate both gas and water volume ratio 

(above the stand pipe top at EL 13.024 m). The volume ratio between the gas and water above the 

stand pipe is approximately 1:2 for each AIS tank as in the reference PWR. The AIS tank is initially 

pressurized at 4.5 MPa by supplying nitrogen gas from the gas supplying system. Gas volumes 

above the normal water level in the ACC and ACH tanks are 0.4644 and 0.4652 m3, respectively 

including pipe volumes connected to the tank top shell. 
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The gas volume expansion is determined by measurements of pressure, water level change and 

gas phase temperature for estimation of the gas inflow into the primary coolant system. A total 

volume in the stand pipe and injection line in the upstream side of each air-operated valve is 

estimated as 0.1979 m3 for the ACC and 0.1402 m3 for the ACH, respectively. 

 

2.2 Instrumentation and Data Processing 
 

There are two kinds of data or measurements for the LSTF experiments, i.e., the first level data 

(1760 in total) listed in Table 2.2-1, and the second level data with tagged identification symbol 
(ID) of RC derived from the first level data. The first level data include fluid temperatures (noted 

Tag ID of TE or TC), wall temperatures (ibid.TW), differential temperatures (DT), pressures (PE), 

differential pressures (DP), liquid levels (LE), gamma-densitometers (DE), flow rates (FE), 

conductance probe data (CP) for local water level detection and electric power (MI). These are 

grouped in eight general locations such as the PV, PZR, primary loops and SGs. Detail of the 

measurement locations is shown in figures of Appendix-A.  

 

The DP data and corresponding fluid temperature data at each primary region are used to 

calculate the regional water level and primary coolant mass distribution. The primary coolant mass 

discharged through the BU to ST tank is calculated as a mass increasing rate in the ST tank. The 

calculated primary coolant mass distribution is also used for estimation of gas masses flowed into 

the primary system from the AIS tanks. These estimation methods for the coolant mass inventory 

and gas mass are shown in previous data reports [7-10]. 

 

All the available temperature measurements in the core between Pos.3 and Pos.9 (Top) and core 

exit region are listed in Table 2.2-2 for SP7 and SP8 tests. Heater rod temperatures are noted by 
bold TW numbers, while tie rod surface temperatures are noted by normal TW numbers. There are 

limited number of heater rods for rod surface temperature measurement; i.e., only one heater rod 

among four middle-power bundles in the central core region, two heater rods among eight 

high-power bundles in the middle core region and three heater rods among twelve low-power 

bundles in the peripheral core region. On the other hand, fluid temperatures (TE) in the core are 

measured in ten bundles in total (three bundles in the central region, four bundles in the middle 

core region and three bundles in the peripheral core region). Eighteen thermocouples (TCs) are 

installed for fluid temperature measurements at the UCP inlet side and twenty TCs are installed at 

the UCP outlet as the CETs for the AM action. In Table 2.2-2, the bundle number with a symbol of 
# means installation of CRGT at the UCP outlet of its bundle. A statistical analysis is conducted for 

the temperature data to derive maximum, average and minimum temperatures in each horizontal 

domain such as the fluid temperatures at Pos.9, heater rod temperatures at Pos.9 and CET 

temperatures at the UCP outlet. The data base for the statistical analysis shown by a shaded 
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column in Table 2.2-2 can be referred in the CET performance of core overheat detection in 
Sections 4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.2.2.   

 

The data reduction and qualification are conducted similarly as in the previous tests. The UH water 

levels in SP7 and SP8 tests measured by DP63 and DP133 were specially corrected by using both 

super-heated steam temperature data and water level change characteristics in the UH. All the 

corrected data were manually qualified, that is, each data channel is reviewed and placed into one 

of the categories which include,  

 

Good: The data have been reviewed manually and are believed to lie within a stated span and 
uncertainty values during the test. 

 

Qualitative: In general, these data can be used for trend only. The absolute magnitude cannot be 
verified and uncertainty is unknown. This normally results from lack of calibration.   

 

All the available experiment data in SP7 and SP8 tests, which consist of the "Good" and 

"Qualitative" data are shown in Table A.1 (19 sheets) in Appendix-A. The qualitative data are 

distinguished by a mark of * in the Table. The table excludes data of other categories of "Bad" 

which should not be used because of a failure in the measurement channel, and "Unused" which 
should not be used because the sensor was not connected or installed in the environment to be 

measured or perhaps the region was not included in the experiment. Table A.1 includes a function 
ID, a tag name, an output range (low and high ranges) and an uncertainty (absolute and relative 

uncertainties) of both available measurement data and reduced data (RC data). The data qualified 

for SP7 and SP8 tests are 1466 and 1461 channels in total, respectively.  
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3. Test Procedures and Experiment Conditions  
 
3.1 Test Preparation Procedure  
 

The LSTF test preparation procedures to set up initial conditions were conducted similarly as in 

the previous experiment [7]. The amount of air remaining in the primary coolant system was 

measured in the preparation process by pressurizing the system by injecting air into the PZR gas 

space and measuring the decrease in PZR water level in response to this pressure increase as,  

 

P1×V1 = P2×(V1-ΔV) = Pa×Vr , thus (3.1) 

Vr = ΔV×P2/(P2-P1)×(P1/Pa) . (3.2) 

 

In the SP7 experiment, no PZR water level dropped when the primary fluid was pressurized from 

P1 = 0.113 MPa to P2 = 0.795 MPa and thus an initial air volume is estimated as zero. On the other 

hand, an air volume initially remained in the primary system of SP8 test is estimated by using ΔV = 

0.05×A [m3], A = 0.1087 [m2], P1 = 0.112 MPa, P2 = 0.80 MPa and Pa = 0.1013 MPa as, 

 

Vr = ΔV×P2/(P2-P1)×(P1/Pa) = 0.007 m3 for SP8 test. (3.3) 

 

Immediately before the test start, the three-way valves connecting the sense lines of certain DP 

transducers were opened for two minutes. The three-way valves were again opened for two 

minutes at the end of test. These data are used for post test data correction. In two tests, the data 

recording was initiated at 366 s prior to the break signal initiation. 

 

3.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions of Two Tests 
 

Test conditions of SP7 and SP8 tests are almost the same as those of previous tests [7-10] except 

for the break conditions, AM actions, recovery of the HPI system, core power control logic after the 

core heat-up and AFW operation logic. The following are test conditions of SP7 and SP8. 

 

(1) Failure Assumptions and AM Measures  

As shown in Table 3.2-1, the HPI failure was assumed for the initial state of SP7 test and its 
recovery was conducted as one of the AM actions after the core overheat detection by CET 

temperatures higher than 623K. The second AM action in SP7 was conducted to promote the 

primary depressurization by fully opening the SGRVs at two SGs under the primary pressures 

lower than 4 MPa. The AFW supply was initiated simultaneously with the second AM action.  

 

In the SP8 test, the HPI failure was assumed and the SG depressurization action by fully opening 
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the SGRVs at two SGs was conducted to cool the heater core as an AM action. This action was 

initiated by the CET temperatures higher than 623K. The AFW supply in SP8 test was early 

initiated by the safety injection (SI) signal. 

  

(2) Control Logics   
The break signal is the first signal of the test start. The scram signal, SI signal, control logics for 

the primary coolant pumps and PZR heaters, control logics for the SG steam lines including the 

RVs are the same as the previous tests. The SGRVs are automatically controlled to maintain the 

secondary pressures between 8.03 and 7.82 MPa before the AM action starts and are fully 

opened after the start of AM actions. These are common for two tests. 

 

(3) Break Unit (BU) 
The break is initiated by quickly opening the break valve (AOV-300) shown in Fig.2.1-6.The break 

orifices shown in Fig.3.2-1 have an inner diameter of 10.1 mm for SP7 test and 3.2mm for SP8 
test, respectively. These break sizes are equivalent to 0.1 and 1.0% cold leg break, respectively.  

 

(4) Core Power 
The core power was regulated by the system control computer (CENTUM) as shown in Table 
3.2-2, designated as "New Power Curve", to simulate the scaled heat transfer rate [11] from the 
core fuel assemblies to coolant during an SBLOCA in the reference PWR with post-scram core 

power decay. Since the maximum electric core power of the LSTF is limited to 10 MW, i.e., 

approximately 14% of the 1/48-scaled PWR rated power, the "New Power Curve" maintained the 

10 MW core power until the scaled PWR core thermal output decreased to 10 MW after the scram. 

After this time, the LSTF core power was regulated to follow the scaled PWR core power decay as 

shown in Fig.3.2-2 (a) for all period of SP7 test and in Fig.3.2-2 (b) for the initial 600s. Those of 

SP8 test are shown in Fig.3.2-7 (a) for all test period and in Fig.3.2-7 (b) for the initial 5000s.  
 

(5) Pump Coast-down 
The coast-down of the primary coolant pumps is controlled by the CENTUM according to a 

programmed-characteristic as shown in Table 3.2-3. The initial pump speed is generally 
maintained at a certain low level so that the primary coolant temperature distribution can meet the 

rated PWR conditions under the limited LSTF core power of 14% of the1/48-scaled PWR thermal 

power. Immediately after the break initiation, the pumps were quickly powered to speed at about 

25 rps (rotation per second) and started to coast-down by the scram signal. The pumps were 

finally stopped 250s after the start of coast-down. Figures 3.2-3 and 3.2-8 show the transient 
pump speeds in two tests.  
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(6) Pressurizer Heaters and Trace Heaters 
The LSTF PZR heaters consist of three proportional heaters (3.33 kW per one rod) for automatic 

control of the primary pressure, and six backup heaters (18.75 kW, ibid) with the same heated 

length of 2.023 m for compensation of the environmental heat loss from the primary system. Their 

maximum powers are 10.0 kW and 112.5 kW, respectively. Both heater powers are tripped off 

when the PZR water level drops below 2.3 m. Actual heater powers during the test period are 

shown in Fig.3.2-4 for SP7 and in Fig.3.2-9 for SP8, respectively.  
 

In addition to the PZR, the LSTF primary and secondary systems are equipped with trace heaters 

intending to compensate for environmental heat losses. The trace heater powers before the break 

initiation in two tests are shown in Tables 3.2-4 and 3.2-5 and they were tripped off immediately 
after the break in two tests except for the trace heaters attached to the AIS injection lines.  

 

(7) ECCS Injection 

Both of the AIS and LPI are available in two tests as shown in Tables 3.2-4 and 3.2-5.The AIS 
started to inject water when the primary pressure decreased below 4.51 MPa. A ratio of injection 

flow rates at CL-A (ACC) and CL-B (ACH) was planned to 2 : 2 for the AIS and LPI systems in two 

tests. The initial AIS tank water temperatures were approximately 322 K. The HPI water with the 

same temperature as that of LPI was injected in SP7 test after detection of the core overheat.   

 

(8) Initial Test Conditions 
Most of the measured initial test conditions agreed well with the specified conditions within each 

measurement accuracy as shown in Table 3.2-4 for SP7 test and Table 3.2-5 for SP8 test, 
respectively. The initial fluid conditions in the primary and secondary systems in two tests 

simulated those of the rated PWR conditions. The initial temperature distribution measured in the 

UH regions (at bottom, middle and top levels) of each test is shown in each Table. The initial 

coolant mass distribution estimated in both primary and secondary systems is shown in Fig.3.2-5 

for SP7 test and Fig.3.2-6 for SP8 test, respectively. 
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4. Experimental Results 
 
Described below are experimental results during two PV top SBLOCA tests of SP7 and SP8 

(Sections 4.1 and 4.2) including (a) general thermohydraulic behavior in the primary and 

secondary systems, (b) transients of primary coolant mass distribution typical to the PV top 

SBLOCA including correction of upper head water level and estimation of an average steam 

velocity at the UCP, (c) CET performance to detect core heat-up for both tests and (d) other typical 

thermohydraulic phenomena observed in each test. The effects of break size between 0.1 and 

1.0% on PV top SBLOCA phenomena are summarized in Section 4.3 by referring the results of 

0.5% PV top SBLOCA test (SB-PV-02 shortened as SP2) [4-6] presented.  

 

4.1 Effects of HPI Recovery after Core Heat-up Detection in 1.0% Top Break (SP7)  

 
4.1.1 General Thermohydraulic Behavior in SP7 Experiment  
 

General thermohydraulic behavior during the SP7 test is characterized in four phases; (1) initial 

primary loop cooling by the SG pressure regulation using RV cyclic-open before steam discharge 

at the break (0-1360s), (2) primary loop depressurization under steam discharge at the break 

followed by boil-off core heat-up, core quench by the HPI recovery action and AIS actuation 

(1360-4213s), (3) further primary depressurization by the SGRV full-open (4213-5668s) and (4) 

degraded primary depressurization after start of gas inflow from the AIS tanks (5668s-test end). 

The test was terminated at 7266s by closing the break valve. 

 

Representative responses in the whole test period are typically shown in the system pressures 

(Fig.4.1-1), the break mass flow rate and discharged coolant mass (Fig.4.1-2), the collapsed 

water levels in PV (Fig.4.1-3) and representative core heater rod surface temperatures (Fig.4.1-4) 
with timing of major events. Chronology of events and AM actions in this test is summarized in 

Table 4.1-1. It is concluded that the HPI recovery after core heat-up detection in 1.0% PV top 
SBLOCA test caused rapid coolant mass recovery in PV and established adequate core cooling 

conditions within 380s from the HPI start. 

 

(1) Primary Loop Cooling by SG Pressure Regulation (0-1360s) 
(1-a) Initial Pressure Transient  

The SP7 test was initiated by quickly opening the break valve in the BU line at t = 0 s. Figure 4.1-5 
shows precise pressure transients in both primary and secondary sides in addition to the 

pressurizer water level responses during the initial 1000 s. The scram signal was generated at 50s 

which started isolation of the SG secondary sides and rapid coast-down of the primary coolant 

pump speeds. The core power started to decrease along the decay heat simulation curve at 70s. 
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The SI signal was generated at 76s. The SG secondary pressures increased by the isolation and 

started pressure regulation by the SGRV cyclic open after 91s. The pressurizer water level 

decreased rapidly after the break and reached the bottom at 92s. 

 

After about 300s, the primary pressure was kept almost constant at a slightly higher pressure than 

the SG secondary pressures which were regulated by the SGRVs cyclic-open between 7.82 and 

8.03 MPa. The SGRVs cyclic-open stopped after 1360s when steam discharge started at the 

vessel top break resulting in faster primary depressurization than the secondary sides as shown in 

Fig.4.1-1. The SG secondary water levels (see Fig.4.1-8) showed gradual decrease through the 
cyclic RV opening in this phase and became constant after termination of the SGRV opening. 

 

(1-b) Coolant Discharge from UH to Break Unit 
Figure 4.1-2 shows the discharged coolant mass measured in the ST tank (RC 191) and break 
flow rate (RC 194) as an increasing rate of RC 191 during the whole test period. After a short time 

of subcooling discharge at the break, almost constant break flow rate was measured until the start 

of steam discharge at 1360s when the break flow rate showed sudden decrease. Figure 4.1-6 
shows fluid densities of three-beam densitometer (beams A, B and C) at the horizontal BU line in 

addition to the UP pressure (PE 10) and the pressure difference (DP 52) between the UP and UH 

(across the CRGTs) in detail during the initial 1800s. The fluid density data show that a 

single-phase water discharge changed to two-phase discharge at about 100s and then two-phase 

discharge turned to steam discharge between 1360 and 1400s. The pressure difference (DP 52) 

at about 30 kPa during the two-phase discharge period turned to a low value less than 14 kPa 

after the start of steam discharge at 1360s.  

 

The UH collapsed water level (see Fig.4.1-7) based on the DP 133 data (EL 6.614-9.653 m, see 

Fig.2.1-14), however, showed inconsistencies between the water level higher than PV top break 
nozzle elevation (EL 8.501 m) and the steam discharge behavior after 1360s, and also between 

the high water level and the superheated steam temperatures (TE 119 & 120) measured at UH top 

(EL 8.145 m) after 2060s, which was lower than the water level. These suggest a zero-level shift 

included in the DP 133 data which is corrected later in Section 4.1.2 (2) (Figs.4.1-49 (a) and (b)).  
 

As a coincident fluid behavior to the SGRV cyclic-open, significant oscillation was observed in DP 

52 across the CRGTs and fluid density data in BU line related to the UP pressure oscillation (PE 

10) as shown in Fig.4.1-6. The UP collapsed water level was kept almost constant at about 1 m 

above EL 4.06 m (see Fig.4.1-3) suggesting an UP mixture level at the hot leg nozzle while the 
downcomer collapsed water level showed larger oscillation at the middle downcomer region. Thus, 

oscillating two-phase discharge at the break is related to the SGRV cyclic-open operation. It 

should be noted that the steam discharge started when the UP water level decreased to the CRGT 
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side holes and steam could pass through the CRGTs toward the break, and that the oscillating 

fluid behaviors in the CRGTs, UH and break line diminished.  

 

(1-c) Initial Transients in PZR Power Control and Primary Coolant Pumps Coast-down 
The PZR proportional and base heaters were powered to compensate the pressure decrease just 

after the break start and were finally tripped off until 46s (see Fig.3.2-5). By the break signal, each 
primary coolant pump was powered to simulate an initial pump speed of the reference PWR (see 

Fig.3.2-4). The increased pump speeds were kept constant until the scram signal was generated 
at 50s. The increased pump speeds caused increase of the primary loop flow rates and changed 

the primary fluid temperature distribution across the SGs (see Fig.4.1-14).  
 

(1-d) Primary Coolant Mass Decrease in Early Phase 
Primary coolant mass decrease in each region was measured by each DP data in the 

corresponding region as shown below. Figure 4.1-3 shows collapsed water levels in the core 
(RC139), UP (RC140) and DC (RC142). The UP water level showed rapid decrease from the hot 

leg nozzle elevation after the hot leg drainage which is shown in the hot leg density decrease at 

about 1300s (see Fig.4.1-15). After the UP became empty of water, the core and DC water levels 
showed similar decreases.  

 

It is shown in Fig.4.1-9 that natural circulation flows continued even after the primary pumps 
stopped at 301s and that they became almost stagnant after 600s as the SG U-tube collapsed 

water levels significantly decreased (see Fig.4.1-10). After drainage in the U-tubes, water levels in 

the SG-A/B outlet plena (Fig.4.1-12) started slightly earlier than those in the SG inlet plena 

(Fig.4.1-11). The loop-seal regions were almost filled with water in this phase (Fig.4.1-13). The 
coolant mass losses in the hot and cold legs are shown in the three-beam fluid density data 

(Figs.4.1-15 and 4.1-16) in loop A, which are almost similar to those in loop-B during the test 
period. Both hot and cold legs became almost empty of water during the initial phase.  

 

(2) Core Boil-off and Quench Process, HPI Recovery Action and Primary Depressurization  
   in Second Phase (1360-4213s) 
The second phase of SP7 test is characterized by the primary pressure decrease below the SG 

secondary pressures after the steam discharge at the break, the lowered primary coolant mass 

inventory resulting in the core boil-off, the HPI recovery action (1926s) after detecting the core 

overheat by CETs, which resulted in rapid PV coolant mass recovery. The peak cladding 

temperature was detected as 880.5K at 2080s at Pos.7 of B17(4,4) rod. 

 

(2-a) Effects of Steam Discharge and Core Heat-up on Primary Pressure Responses 

It is shown in Figs.4.1-1, 4.1-2 and 4.1-6 that the primary depressurization was observed after 
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start of the steam discharge at the break at 1360s and it was promoted by the start of the core 

heat-up after 1610s resulting in lower primary pressure than the SG secondary pressures after 

about 1800s. On the other hand, the change from two-phase discharge to steam discharge 

contributed to lower the break mass flow rate and to conserve primary coolant mass inventory. 

The superheated steam measured at the UH top region (EL 8.145 m) after 2060s could be 

transported to the break unit.  

 

(2-b) Primary Coolant Mass Transients Related to HPI and AIS Injection  

The coolant mass decrease in PV regions during the second phase is shown in Fig.4.1-3 and the 

resulting core heat-up behavior is shown in Fig.4.1-4. The primary coolant mass distribution was 
estimated at four timing by calculating regional fluid mass with equation (4.7) as shown in 

Figs.4.1-17 (1930s), 4.1-18 (3200s), 4.1-47 (4200s) and 4.1-48 (6000s), respectively. In these 
figures, however, each UH mass includes an excess mass due to a zero-shift of collapsed water 

level (RC 141) as described in Section 4.1.2 (2). The primary coolant distribution just at the HPI 

start (t=1930s, see Fig.4.1-17) changed to that just after the AIS actuation (t=3200s, Fig.4.1-18) 
indicating increase of the PV mass inventory by the HPI actuation under the succeeding steam 

discharge at the break. The HPI injection flow rates at two cold legs are shown in Fig.4.1-19. Both 
HPI flow rates include a zero-shift as shown before the start time. A total HPI injection flow rate is 

derived from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) water level decreasing rate as shown in 

Fig.4.1-20 as a constant rate of 1.17 kg/s. The start of AFW supply at 4213s raised the RWST 

water mass decreasing rate from 1.17 to 1.75 kg/s (see Fig.4.1-20) indicating a total AFW flow 
rate of 0.58 kg/s. The HPI injection contributed to increase the cold leg fluid densities except for 

the cold leg top region as shown in Fig.4.1-16. 
 

Figures 4.1-21 and 4.1-22 show the AIS injection flow rates (RC 192 and RC 193), water levels, 
pressures and gas phase temperatures in both AIS tanks. The AIS injection started at two tanks at 

3180s and their injection flow rates were low under the gradual primary depressurization in the 

second phase until the rapid SG depressurization action started at 4213s. The ECCS water 

injections from the HPI system and AIS contributed to recover the primary coolant mass inventory 

in the second phase (see Fig.4.1-42). Fluid temperatures at the cold leg and downcomer showed 
existence of the subcooled water in the second phase except for each top region in which slightly 

superheated steam temperature was detected (see Figs.4.1-45 and 4.1-46). Figures 4.1-23 and 

4.1-24 are results of gas expansion characteristics in the AIS tanks and each gas mass of inflow 
into the primary loops in the fourth phase to be described later.  

 
(2-c) Core Heat-up and Quench Phenomena  
The core heat-up and quench behavior was observed in the temperature data (refer measurement 

list in Table 2.2-2) at and around the heater rods. Figures 4.1-25 through 4.1-29 show heater rod 
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surface temperatures at five vertical elevations of core top (Pos.9, EL 3.61m) through middle 

height (Pos.5, EL 1.83m) compared with the primary saturation temperature (TS, RC 200). The 

earliest core heat-up was observed as 1610s at Pos.9, then next one between 1670 and 1718s at 

Pos.8, 1722s at Pos.7, 1793s at Pos.6 and 1888s at Pos.5, respectively. No heat-up was 

observed in the lower half region including Pos.4 (EL 1.424m). On the other hand, the core 

quench was observed after the HPI actuation as 2032s at Pos.5, 2105s at Pos.6, 2171s at Pos.7, 

2232s at Pos.8 and 2296s at Pos.9, respectively. The core quench completed until 2300s at Pos.9. 

The core barrel inner surface temperature measured at the core top elevation (EL 3.6 m) showed 

later and smaller heat-up compared to the core top rod temperatures (see Fig.4.1-25) by thermal 
radiation and hotter steam convection from the heated core as shown in Fig.4.1-30． This also 

means cooling effect of the core barrel on the super-heated steam in the core. 

 

These heat-up and quench fronts observed at the heater rods are considered to be equivalent to a 

core mixture level transient which is slightly higher than the collapsed water level derived from the 

DP data as shown in Fig.4.1-31. Top of the core mixture level can be extended to the UP 
collapsed water level. It is clear from the core collapsed water level that the core reflooding started 

at 1980s (54s after the start of HPI injection) and the whole core quench was completed within 

320s from this start of core reflooding.  

 

(2-d) Steam Temperatures in Core during Core Heat-up Period  
The axial fluid temperatures were measured in the core between Pos.9 (top) and Pos.4 or Pos.3 in 

the high-power bundles of B20 with CRGT at the core exit and B15 without (w/o) CRGT (see 

Figs.4.1-32 (a) and (b)), in the central bundles of B22 with CRGT and B23 w/o CRGT (Figs.4.1-33 
(a) and (b)), and in two low-power bundles of B07 and B08 both w/o CRGT (Figs.4.1-34 (a) and 

(b)), respectively. The fluid temperatures below the core mixture level agreed well with the 
saturation temperature (TS, RC 200). The fluid temperatures at the inlet or outlet (CET) of UCP are 

included in the figures for B15, B22, B23 B07 and B05 bundles. It is shown in these figures that 

significant differences are detected between superheated temperatures in high power bundles 

(B20 and B15) while less differences exist between two bundles in the middle and low-power 

bundles. These results are analyzed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 with respect to 3D steam flows in 

the core and core exit in addition to the CET temperature responses (Figs.4.1-35 through 4.1-41). 
 

(3) Primary loop cooling under SG Depressurization in Third Phase (4213-5668s)  
The SG secondary depressurization action was conducted at 4213s by fully opening the SGRVs 

at two SGs (see RV steam flow rates in Fig.4.1-43) resulting in rapid decrease of secondary 
pressures which finally became lower than the primary pressure at about 4600s as shown in 

Fig.4.1-1. After 4600s, the primary depressurization was further promoted by the SG 
depressurization suggesting restart of steam condensation in the U-tubes. The restart of steam 
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condensation in the U-tubes increased the UP water level after 4600s (see Fig.4.1-3) and also 

caused increase of HL density (Fig.4.1-15). The SG secondary water levels shown in Fig.4.1-8 
turned to decrease by the full-opening of SGRVs irrespective of the concurrent start of AFW 

supply during the third phase.  

 

The promoted primary depressurization caused abrupt increase of the AIS injection flow rates 

after about 4600s (Figs.4.1-21 and 4.1-22). The increased AIS flows contributed to rapid coolant 

mass recovery observed in the SG outlet regions (Fig.4.1-12), hot legs (Fig.4.1-15), SG inlet 

plena (Fig.4.1-11) and SG U-tubes (Fig.4.1-10). The sufficient core cooling condition established 
by the HPI actuation was maintained during the third phase. The rapid primary coolant mass 

recovery after about 4600s is indicated in Fig.4.1-42 (Section 4.1.2).  
 

(4) Degraded Primary Depressurization after AIS-Gas Inflow (5668s-Test End) 
(4-a) Estimation of AIS-Gas Inflow Rate by Using Gas Expansion Model 
The SP7 test allowed inflow of non-condensable gas into the cold legs after completion of the AIS 

water injection. Figures 4.1-21 and 4.1-22 show later transients including the gas inflow process. 
It was clarified through the precise data analysis that the tank water level decrease stopped at 

5424s in the ACC tank and at 5456s in the ACH tank, respectively. The AIS injection flow rates 

derived from the tank level change showed zero after these level stop timings. Some amount of 

AIS water remained in the stand pipe and injection line, however, could flow into the cold legs 

during each sweep-out period prior to the gas inflow process. The time of gas inflow start and 

mass of inflow gas were estimated at each AIS system with the gas expansion model described in 

the previous report [7-9]. The gas inflow started at 5668s from the ACH tank to CL-B and at 5679s 

from the ACC tank to CL-A, respectively. 

 

The gas expansion model gives actual gas expansion characteristics by using experiment data of 

pressure, temperature and volume of gas in the AIS tank during the water level decreasing 

process and then these expansion characteristics are extrapolated to the gas behavior during the 

sweep-out and gas inflow process. In the first step, actual change of gas state was characterized 

for ACC and ACH tanks as shown in Table 4.1-5. A correct gas volume of VG
* [m3] was 

determined by estimating a gas volume of VG [m3] in each tank, adding free volumes of VP0 [m3] for 

pipe lines connected to the tank top, and correcting a zero-level shift of ΔVG [m3] in the water level 

measurement as, 

 

VG
* = VG+ΔVG+VP0. (4.1) 

 

By using VG
*, pressure P [MPa] and gas phase temperature TG [K], a gas constant ratio (R) was 

reduced at each time compared to those at initial state with suffix "0" during the water level 
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decreasing period as,  

 

R = (P×VG
*/TG)/(P0×VG0

*/TG0). (4.2) 

 

Figure 4.1-23 shows actual gas expansion characteristics during the water level decreasing 
period both for ACC and ACH systems. A linear relation between the gas constant ratio and the 
pressure difference (P0-P) was derived in a lower pressure range (P0-P ≧ 2.9 MPa) as,  

 

R = a×(P0-P)+b , (4.3) 

where a = 0.03326 [MPa-1],  b = 0.9248 for ACC and  

      a = 0.06655 [MPa-1],  b = 0.8829 for ACH.  

 

Table 4.1-6 shows total gas volumes of VGE
* [m3] at two AIS tanks estimated for both sweep-out 

and gas inflow processes, and gas mass of ΔMGE [mol] flowed into the cold legs which are given 

as, 

 

VGE
* = R×C0×(TG/P) , (4.4) 

C0 = P0×VG0
*/TG0,  [Mpa×m3/K] , (4.5) 

ΔMGE
 = 1.20271×105×P×(VGE

*-VP0-VGSP-VL)/TG , (4.6) 

 

where VL [m3] is an injection line volume, VGSP [m3] is a tank gas volume above the stand pipe top 

and VP0 [m3] is a gas volume in the piping connected to the tank top, respectively.  

 

Figure 4.1-24 shows that the gas mass flowed into the primary loops became almost saturated as 

the primary depressurization rate decreased after 6500s. Table 4.1-6 shows a total gas mass 
flowed into the primary system until 6000, 6500 and 7000s were 168, 318 and 347 [mol], 

respectively, indicating a ratio of total gas mass as 48% at 6000s and 92% at 6500s compared to 

the total inflow-gas mass at 7000s.  

 

(4-b) Influences of AIS-Gas Inflow on Degradation of Primary Depressurization  
Influences of the AIS gas inflow were observed on the lowered depressurization rate in the primary 

system and enlarged pressure differences between the primary and SG secondary sides (see 

Fig.4.1-1). As most of primary system were filled with water at the start time of gas inflow, the core 
cooling conditions were kept adequate during the fourth phase. Most of the inflow gas could enter 

the UH through the spray nozzles located at the downcomer top and finally flowed out from the 

break. A part of the inflow gas could be transported to the SG U-tubes in which steam 

condensation continued, by the cold ECCS flows with dissolved gas through the DC-HL leak 

simulation lines in addition to a flow from the DC to the core in which gas generation is promoted 
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through the core region.  

 

4.1.2 Data Analyses on Primary Coolant Mass, Vessel Top Head Water Level and  
     Core Steam Flow 
 

(1) Two Methods to Estimate Primary Coolant Mass   
A transient primary coolant mass in SP7 test was estimated as in the previous tests [7-10] by 

using two different methods, i.e., one is a directly-estimated mass of MC [kg] as a sum of transient 

regional mass (Mi) in region (i) as, 

 

MC = ΣMi , (4.7) 

 

where each regional mass is calculated by a collapsed water level reduced from corresponding 

DP data or by a gamma-densitometer data (only for the cold and hot legs), pressure and average 

fluid temperature in each region with an LSTF configuration data base. Another one is a remained 

mass of MR [kg] which is indirectly estimated by a mass balance equation as,  

 

MR = M0-MD+MI, (4.8) 

MI = MIA+MIL, (4.9) 

 

where MD is a mass discharged from the break unit (RC 191 in Fig.4.1-2), MI [kg] is a sum of 
injected water masses from the AIS tanks (MIA) and the LPI system (MIL), M0 is an initial total 

primary coolant mass of M0 = 5404 kg (refer Fig.3.2.5). The primary and SG secondary coolant 

mass distribution was derived by using equation (4.7) as shown in Figs.4.1-17 (1930s), 4.1-18 
(3200s), 4.1-47 (4200s) and 4.1-48 (6000s). A typical feature of 1.0% PV top break test (SP7) is 
the large UH coolant mass caused by inflows from the UP and downcomer irrespective of the 

succeeding steam discharge through the break line. An excess mass in UH due to level zero-shift 

is shown next. It was already confirmed in the previous report [10] that the directly-estimated MC 
was well consistent to the remained mass of MR within an uncertainty of ±78.5 kg and ±149 kg, 

respectively.  

 

(2) Corrected UH Water Level (RC 141) 
As shown in Section 4.1.1 (1-b), the UH collapsed water level based on the DP 133 data included 

a zero-shift and thus, it was inconsistent with the steam discharge behavior at the break and with 

superheated steam temperatures in UH. The level correction is conducted by considering the 

following points.  

 

(a) An important parameter to correct the UH level (RC 141) during the PV top break test is the 
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elevation of UH break nozzle (EL 8.501 m), in which steam passes after 1360s, (b) next one is that 

the UH water level decreasing rate can be significantly lowered when the level reached the spray 

nozzle top (EL 7.381 m) and thereafter the level is kept almost constant in the lower well region, 

and (c) the third one is that the superheated steam temperatures at the top (EL 8.145 m) and 

middle part (EL 7.535 m) can be observed only after the UH level falls below their elevations.  

 

Figure 4.1-49 (a) and (b) show the corrected RC 141 (LC) and original data (L) with related 
elevations and steam superheat ranges at two locations between 500 and 3000s, and precise 

level responses between 2300 and 2550s, respectively. Figure 4.1-49 (b) shows that the RC 141 
decreasing rate (ΔL/Δt) was abruptly lowered from -1.48×10-3 (m/s) to -0.475×10-3 (m/s) at 2420s 

suggesting the level arrival at spray nozzle top elevation and therefore, the original level data of 

7.785 m is corrected to EL 7.381 m by considering the second parameter and a zero-shift of ΔL (= 

L-LC) = 0.404 m. This correction satisfies the first and the third parameters as shown in Fig.4.1-49 
(a). A slight level decrease after 2420s can be attributed to a slight mass decrease caused by 
vaporization in the lower well under the continuous primary depressurization condition. The 

corrected RC 141 (LC) is slightly lower than the break nozzle elevation during the two-phase 

discharge period (before 1360s) suggesting that a swelled mixture level could reach the break 

nozzle by considering a small void formation under the level.  

 

As a conclusion, the UH level correction can be consistent with the following fluid behaviors; the 

break flow transient from two-phase discharge to steam discharge, fluid oscillating behaviors 

related to the SGRV cyclic-open in UH during the two-phase discharge period, diminished 

oscillation during the steam discharge period, and the superheated steam temperatures. By using 

the corrected UH water level, an excess mass in UH was determined at each time of 1930, 3200, 

4200 and 6000s as 90, 76, 72 and 103 kg, respectively. These should be subtracted from the UH 

masses shown in those figures.  

 

(3) Transient Primary Coolant Mass Related to Major Events  
By using the primary coolant mass estimation method with equation (4.8), transient primary mass 

was derived as shown in Table 4.1-2 and Fig.4.1-42. The followings are derived from these data 
analyses.  

(a) It is shown in Fig.4.1-42 that the change from two-phase to steam discharge at the break 
significantly lowered the primary mass decreasing rate. Steam discharge from the PV top 

(1360s) started at a mass ratio of MR/M0 = 0.360 and the core heat-up (1610s) started at MR/M0 

= 0.313. These include a corrected primary coolant mass in UH of 312.8 kg (5.8% of M0) at 

1360s and 294.0 kg (5.4% of M0) at 1610s, respectively. Therefore, an effective coolant mass 

in the primary loops for core cooling is derived by excluding the UH masses as MRE/M0 = 0.302 

and 0.259, respectively.  
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(b) The least primary coolant mass at the time of HPI start (1926s) was MR/M0 = 0.269 (including 

the UH mass ratio of 6.7% of M0) which can be compared with the coolant mass distribution 

shown in Fig.4.1-17. The HPI contributed to gradually increase the primary coolant mass up to 
MR/M0 = 0.391 (including the UH mass ratio of 7.2% of M0) until the start of AIS at 3180s (refer 

the mass distribution just after the AIS start shown in Fig.4.1-18).  
(c) An average HPI injection flow rate between 2000-3100s (before the AIS start time) was 1.17 

kg/s and an average steam break flow rate was 0.62 kg/s in the same period (see Table 4.1-2). 
Thus, the HPI injection flow rate was 1.89 times as much as the break flow rate. The difference 

of 0.55 kg/s between these injection flow rate and break flow rate contributed to recover the 

primary coolant mass inventory. Therefore, the 1.9% PV top break LOCA test (SP7) showed 

gradual coolant mass recovery by the HPI injection under the continuous steam discharge 

condition. 

(d) The primary coolant mass ratio at the time of SG depressurization start (4213s) was MR/M0 = 

0.454 (including the UH mass ratio of 7.4% of M0) which can be compared with the coolant 

mass distribution shown in Fig.4.1-47. The SG depressurization action which contributed to 
further promote the primary depressurization at about 4600s increased the AIS injection flow 

rates resulting in the rapid recovery of primary coolant mass as shown in Fig.4.1-42. The 
primary coolant mass ratio at the time of AIS-gas inflow start (5668s) was MR/M0 = 0.991 and 

adequate core cooling condition was maintained during the gas inflow process as shown in 

Fig.4.1-48.  
 

(4) Estimation of Average Steam Velocity at UCP Flow Paths 
An average steam velocity (VS [m/s]) at the UCP with flow area of AUCP=0.08558 m2 was 

estimated during core boil-off period under a slight depressurization in SP7 experiment as shown 

below. A steam flow rate (WS [kg/s]) at the core exit is assumed to be equal to a steam generation 

rate in a time interval of Δt [s], which can be determined by using an average coolant mass 

decreasing rate in PV lower regions consisting of the core, LP and DC. The steam generation in 

these regions can be mainly controlled by core power transferred to coolant under the core 

mixture level and slightly by evaporation due to the depressurization and also by stored heat 

release into water from the metal structures. The average mass decreasing rate in PV lower 

regions can give a maximum core steam flow rate by neglecting steam flows from the DC to UH 

through the spray nozzles and from the DC to UP through the DC-HL leak simulation lines under 

the following conditions. As the UP was filled with steam, and the UH mass did not contribute to 

core exit steam flow in the time period, mass changes in these two regions could be excluded 

from the estimation of steam generation rate in PV lower regions. On the other hand, the DC-HL 

leak simulation lines were already uncovered by DC water level to cause a small steam flow path 

from the DC to UP. In addition, the spray nozzles were covered by the high UH water level, and 

the CRGT lower regions were already uncovered by UP water level during the core boil-off period, 
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most of the steam generated in the PV lower regions could be concentrated to the CRGTs.  

 

Table 4.1-3 shows coolant mass distribution in all PV regions (Core, LP, DC, UP & UH) at each 
time during 1600 and 1950s, which was estimated by using equation (4.7) in the coolant mass 
distribution analysis. A difference of total coolant mass in the PV lower regions (ΔΣMi [kg]) during a 

time interval of Δt = 50s is presented in the table. By using an average coolant mass decreasing 
rate (ΔΣMi /Δt [kg/s]) in PV lower regions, an average saturated steam density (ρG) in each time 

period and the UCP flow area (AUCP), an average steam velocity at the UCP was determined as 

shown in Table 4.1-4, 
 

VS = (ΔΣMi /Δt)/(ρG×AUCP). (4.10) 

 

It is shown that an average steam velocity (VS) at the UCP was between 0.21 and 0.13 m/s during 

a period of 1600-1950s indicating rather stagnant steam flow conditions in the heating core at the 

primary pressure conditions higher than 7.4 MPa in SP7 experiment. This suggests that a steam 

velocity in high-power bundle can be higher than this average value and that in low-power bundles 

at the core peripheral region can be lower than this value or may be a downward flow due to the 

colder metal walls such as the core barrel. The rather stagnant steam flow conditions are 

important to understand 3D steam flow effects on diversity of steam temperature responses in the 

core and core exit regions shown below. 

 

4.1.3 CET Performance and Primary Fluid Temperatures 
 

(1) Selection of CETs for Core Overheat Monitoring   
The core exit fluid temperatures were measured by twenty thermocouples installed at the upper 

surface of UCP (see Fig.2.1-8). Only three among these CETs were used to monitor core 
overheat by T ≧ 623K for the start of AM action in SP7 test; TE 151 above the low-power bundle 

(B01) in the peripheral core region, TE 161 above the high-power bundle (B18) in the intermediate 

core region, and TE167 above the middle-power bundle (B22) in the central core region. There is 

no CET above four high-power bundles of B13, B16, B17 and B20.  

 

(2) CET Temperature Responses during Core Heat-up and Quench Process   
The core heat-up phenomena in SP7 test started at 1610s as described in Section 4.1.2 (2) and 

superheated steam at the core top rose up into the UH through the UCP flow holes and CRGTs 

(see Fig.2.1-8).  
 

Figures 4.1-38 (a) and (b) show all the CET temperatures compared with the primary saturation 
temperature (TS, RC 200) between 1600 and 2600s in SP7 experiment. The following are derived 
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from these figures. 

(a) The CET temperature rises were observed after 1722s with variety in heat-up timing and 

temperature increasing rate. The highest CET temperature was detected above B21 

middle-power bundle. The CET temperatures above four central bundles (B21 through B24) 

were higher than the others, and the lowest CET temperature was detected in the peripheral 

bundles. The CET temperatures above four high-power bundles (B14, B15, B18 and B19) with 

no CRGTs at the exit were lower than those above the central bundles irrespective of the 

higher radial peaking factor than the central bundles. On the other hand, the core top (P.9) 

steam temperature in B20 bundle which has CRGT at the exit, showed higher value than those 

at P.9 of the central bundles, and therefore, it was the highest value of steam temperature at 

the core exit (see Fig.4.1-32(a) compared with Figs.4.1-33(a) and (b)). Thus, the hottest 
steam at the B20 bundle exit, which could rise up into the CRGT, was not detected by no CET 

installation at the UCP exit above the B20 bundle. A 3D steam flow in the core and core exit 

regions is suggested from these steam temperature responses (see Section 4.1.4). 

(b) A start timing of CET temperature rise above the saturation temperature distributed between 

about 1700 and 1850s. The latest temperature rise was observed above B15 high-power 

bundle which is located below the HL-B nozzle. The earliest CET temperature rise up to 623K 

was measured at 1835s above the B21 bundle, the next one at 1918s above B23 bundle, and 

those of other CETs distributed between 1926 and 2086s. Thus, the temperature arrival timing 

at 623K of all CETs was measured within 251s after the earliest one.   

(c) The core overheat was detected by the monitored CET temperature up to 623 K at the B22 

bundle exit at 1926s and the HPI recovery action was immediately conducted. This timing is 

91s later than the earliest one. It is derived that this timing is 226s later than the start of CET 
temperature rise above saturation temperature (T ≧ TS) and 316s later than the core overheat 

start (1610s) at the core top (Pos.9). The highest heater rod temperature at 1926s was 

measured as 789 K at Pos.7 of B17 high-power rod indicating a temperature difference of 166 

K above 623K. The hottest rod temperature further increased up to 880.5K at 2080s. In 

conclusion, a significant time delay of AM action (316s) from the core heat-up start was partly 

caused by using the monitoring of three CET temperatures. 

(d) The CET temperatures decreased as the core heat-up diminished during the quench process. 

All the CET temperatures finally reached the saturation temperature at the same time of about 

2330s indicating the water level arrival at the UCP top. The highest CET temperature was 

measured at about 2140s and this timing is slightly later than the maximum temperature timing 

of the hottest core region (see Fig.4.1-27).  
 

(3) Fluid Temperature Responses in Primary System   

(3-a) Fluid Temperature Responses in UP, UH and Hot Legs   

Fluid temperature responses except for the core and CETs are shown below. Figure 4.1-39 
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shows fluid temperatures at three vertical elevations in the UP compared with the primary 

saturation temperature (TS, RC 200). These fluid temperature responses showed rather uniform 

distribution in the whole UP region and similar temperatures as those of the hotter CETs; lower 

than the highest CET temperature at the B21 central bundle exit and higher than those in all 

low-power bundles.  

 

Figure 4.1-44 shows fluid temperatures at five vertical locations in HL-A during the all test period. 
These temperatures indicate that superheated steam filled the hot leg during the core heat-up and 

quench period, and that the steam was thermally stratified in the vertical direction. The maximum 

hot leg temperature was lower than the UP steam temperatures. As the SG secondary pressures 

became higher than the primary pressure after 1800s, no steam condensation occurred in the SG 

U-tubes and thus, the hot leg steam flow was kept stagnant. Therefore, the hotter steam in the UP 

than in HLs did not come from the HLs but on the contrary, it might go into the HLs. It is concluded 

that the UP superheated steam came from the heating core and that the low temperature steam 

detected at the CETs of low-power bundles was limited to a lower UP region above the UCP top 

surface. These mean that hotter steam from core could rise up to UP with less influences of colder 

structures probably through central parts of UCP flow holes while low temperature steam existed 

at the UCP top surface of core peripheral region with larger influences of colder structures 

suggesting 3D steam flows at the core exit region.  

 

Figure 4.1-40 shows superheated steam temperatures at the top of two CRGTs. It is clearly 

shown that the superheats at the CRGT top were lower than those in the UP (see Fig.4.1-39) and 

were fairly higher than the UH steam temperatures shown in Fig. 4.1-7. The steam temperature 
decrease along the CRGT flow paths means cooling effect of the non-heating structures at the 

CRGT on the superheated steam. The hotter steam from the CRGTs rose up into the break line 

and showed less mixing with the steam below the CRGT top elevation.  

 

(3-b) Fluid Temperature Responses in Cold Legs and Downcomer   

Figures 4.1-45 and 4.1-46 show fluid temperatures in CL-A and downcomer, respectively during 
the all test period. In the CL-A, fluid temperature measured at the lowest location E (TE 24, 32.5 

mm above the CL bottom) detected significant subcooling after the HPI actuation at 1926s while 

the other four thermocouples (A-D) detected superheat until about 2400s. The thermocouples in 

the upper region (A-C) were kept superheated until the AIS injection time at 3180s and thereafter, 

those thermocouples detected subcooling temperature from the lower location to upper location as 

the CL water level increased. Similarly in the downcomer region, thermocouples at EL 6.0, 6.7 and 

7.1 m above the CL nozzle detected superheated steam temperatures while those at EL 0.0-3.6 m 

below the CL nozzle elevation detected subcooling after the HPI actuation at 1926s.  
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It is shown by these fluid temperatures that thermal stratification was observed in the cold leg and 

downcomer regions with subcooled water in their lower parts and superheated steam in their 

upper parts during the HPI injection periods and most of these regions were filled with water after 

the AIS actuation.  

 

(4) Comparison of Average Superheats between CETs and Heaters at Core Top   
The steam temperatures measured by CETs are compared with heater rod surface temperatures 

at the core top (Pos.9) in terms of a temperature rise above saturation temperature (Ts) or 

superheat (ΔT = T-TS) [K] in order to clarify their relations on the view point of core heat-up 

detection by CETs as shown below. DT is used in case of computer data processing for statistical 

data analysis instead of ΔT. 

 

Figure 4.1-41 (a) shows a result of temperature data analysis with maximum (DTmax), minimum 

(DTmin) and average (DTave) superheats of three heater rods at Pos.9 (refer Fig.4.1-25) during 

1500-2500s with the core heat-up and quench process. Figure 4.1-41 (b) shows similar data 
analysis results of twenty CET temperatures. These two superheats are qualitatively similar but 

quantitatively different with respect to their heat-up timings and superheats. The maximum rod 

temperature rise at Pos.9 was ΔTmax = 297.3K at 2160s while the maximum CET temperature rise 

was ΔTmax = 178.3K at 2140s indicating a temperature discrepancy of 119K between them. The 

maximum value of average rod superheats was ΔTave = 224.2K at 2160s while that of average 

CET superheat was ΔTave = 107.0K (less than a half value of the former) at 2200s.  

  

Both average superheats of the rods Pos.9 (DTave (P9)) and CETs (DTave (UCP Outlet)) are 

correlated as shown in Fig.4.1-41 (c) during a core heat-up period (1600-2200s). It is clear that 
these temperature rises are well correlated by a linear relation as, 

 

DTave(P9) = 1.98×DTave(UCP Outlet)+28.1  [K], (4.11) 

 
for a range of 100 K ≧ DTave (UCP Outlet) ≧ 0 K in SP7 test. Maximum discrepancy of the 

experimental data of DTave (P9) from this equation was less than ± 8 K. At 1926s when the 

monitored CET temperature rose up to 623 K, DTave (UCP Outlet) was 44.3 K and DTave (P9) 

was 117.9 K.  

 

A simple relation between DTave(UCP Outlet) and DTave(P9) suggests that estimation of average 

rod temperature rise at the hottest core may be possible by using a heat-up time period above the 

core mixture level (refer Fig.4.1-31) and local heat flux at each vertical position relative to the core 
top (Pos.9) in addition to the correlation (4.11) and an assumption of negligible heat transfer 

around the rod surface.   
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4.1.4 Three-dimensional Steam Flow Induced in Core 
 

Steam temperature responses in the heating core include information of thermal interactions 

between steam and heater rods, and therefore, depend on steam flow paths along the axial rod 

bundle or across the bundles at different power levels. Comparison of steam superheats between 

different rod bundles, and that between steam and rod surface superheats are conducted as 

shown below to study 3D steam flow behaviors in the core.  

 

(1) Difference of Steam Heat-up Behaviors in High-power Bundles with or without CRGT  
Axial profiles of steam superheats (ΔT = T-TS) above the core mixture level in two high-power 

bundles of B20 with CRGT at the exit and B15 without CRGT at the exit were derived at four 

timings during the core heat-up process and at three timings during core quench process as 

shown in Figs.4.1-35 (a) and (b), respectively. The smoothed profile is extended to the UCP inlet 
fluid temperature (EL 3.968m) for the B15 bundle, while there was no temperature measurement 

at the UCP inlet above the B20 bundle.  

 

It is clearly shown that steam temperatures in B15 bundle were significantly lower than those in 

B20 bundle especially in the upper core region above Pos.7. A steam temperature difference 

between two bundles at Pos.9 was 122.5 K at 2000s and 152.7 K at 2100s, respectively. The 

lower steam temperature suggests outflow of hot steam into adjacent bundles with CRGT at exit 

due to the CRGT-focusing steam flow toward the UH break location and inflow of colder steam 

from the adjacent bundles with lower power. This CRGT-focusing steam flow is a result of chimney 

effects of hotter steam flow which is specific to the PV top break LOCA conditions.  

 

It should be noted that the difference of steam temperatures between B20 and B15 bundles, 

however, includes another effects of cross-flows depending on rod locations adjacent to different 

power bundles as shown in the 2.5% cold leg break LOCA test results in Ref.[6]. The B15(2,6) rod 

was located adjacent to low-power bundle (radial peaking factor of 0.66) of B03 in the peripheral 

region while the B20(6,6) rod was located adjacent to middle-power bundle of B21 (radial peaking 

factor of 1.0) in the central region. The 2.5% cold leg break test with no CRGT chimney effects 

showed smaller temperature difference between B20 and B15 bundles than that in SP7 test. It is 

concluded that the steam temperature difference between two high-power bundles with or without 

CRGT at the exit in SP7 test suggests 3D steam flow effects caused by the CRGT chimney effects 

and also by local cross-flows between adjacent bundles with different power levels. 

 

(2) Small Difference of Vertical Temperature Profiles in Central and Peripheral Bundles 

Figure 4.1-36(a) shows very small differences between steam temperatures in central bundles of 
B22 and B24 with CRGT at the exit and B23 w/o CRGT. In these bundles, the CRGT chimney 
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effects were negligibly small. Figure 4.1-36(b) shows no difference between heater rod surface 
temperatures at two peripheral bundles of B10 with CRGT at exit and B08 w/o CRGT. These show 

no significant CRGT-chimney effects in the middle and low-power bundles in comparison with the 

large steam temperature differences in high-power bundles shown above. 

 

(3) Comparison of Steam and Heater Rod Superheats in High- and Low-power Bundles 

Figure 4.1-37(a) compares vertical temperature profiles of steam around B20(6,6) tie rod and 
heater rod B17(4,4) surface in two high-power bundles at three timing of 1800, 1900 and 2000s. 

As these bundles have a CRGT at each exit, steam flow could rise up along the bundle axis 

toward UH through each CRGT due to the chimney effect. Thus, a similar uprising steam flow can 

be expected in these high-power bundles. It is shown here that the rod surface temperatures was 

the highest around Pos.7 depending on the axial power level and a time period of uncovery at 

each thermocouple location. The heating-up rod contributed to heat up the surrounding steam 

which was generated under the core mixture level. The steam heat-up behaviors show maximum 

temperature at the upper core region between Pos.9 and Pos.8 during the core heat-up period of 

1800-2000s and thus, steam temperatures at Pos.9 and Pos.8 became nearly equal. The steam 

temperature became close to the rod surface temperature at the core top (Pos.9).  

 

Similarly, Fig.4.1-37(b) compares vertical temperature profiles of steam in B07 bundle and heater 
rod surface in B08 bundle at three timing of 1800, 1900 and 2000s. As these two bundles have the 

same low-power density, no CRGT at each exit and adjacent locations in the core peripheral 

region, similar steam flow conditions can be expected in these bundles. The rod superheat 

showed smaller heat-up than the high-power rod at each time and the maximum superheat was 

detected around Pos.7 like as the high-power rod shown above. The steam heat-up behavior, 

however, showed the maximum value around Pos.8 at a slightly lower location than that in 

high-power bundle suggesting slightly different steam flow behavior from those in the high-power 

bundles. It should be noted that steam flows in these peripheral bundles can be influenced by 

colder structures such as non-heating rods and core barrel surrounding the core under the rather 

stagnant steam flow conditions. An analytical study on thermal interactions among 3D steam flows, 

heater rods with three radial peaking factors and non-heating structures is expected to 

quantitatively clarify thermohydraulic behaviors during the core heat-up process. 

 

4.2 Effects of SG Depressurization after Core Heat-up in 0.1% Top Break (SP8)  
 

General thermohydraulic phenomena observed in this test are described in Section 4.2.1 and 

primary coolant mass transients related to the UH water levels are presented in Section 4.2.2. The 

primary loop fluid oscillation typical in this very small break LOCA during the SG pressure 

regulation process is shown in Section 4.2.3. 
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4.2.1 General Thermohydraulic Phenomena in SP8 Experiment 
 

General thermohydraulic behavior during this very small PV top break test is characterized by a 

significantly long transient associated with primary-to-secondary heat transfer mode under the SG 

pressure regulation as shown in the pressures (Fig.4.2-1), break mass flow rate with discharged 

coolant mass (Fig.4.2-2), three-beam fluid density data at the break (Fig.4.2-3), collapsed water 

level and fluid temperatures in UH (Fig.4.2-4), collapsed water levels in PV (Fig.4.2-5) and 

representative heater rod surface temperatures in the core (Fig.4.2-6) with timing of major events. 

Chronology of events and AM actions is summarized in Table 4.2-1.  
 

Whole test period is distinguished by four phases; (1) initial transient until steam discharge at the 

break (start-1600s), (2) long transient during SG pressure regulation process with gradual coolant 

mass decrease and periodic mass transport between two primary loops caused by asymmetric 

SGRV opening at two SGs (1600-37320s), (3) core boil-off period (37320-40760s) under SG 

pressure regulation with core top heat-up start at 38140s, and (4) last transient under rapid SG 

depressurization as AM action based on the symptom-oriented indicator of CET heat-up (623 K) 

resulting in recovery of core cooling (40760s-test end). The SP8 test was terminated by break 

valve closure at 43583s. It is concluded that the AM action to fully open the SGRVs at two SGs 

immediately recovered core cooling before the AIS actuation.  

 

(1) Initial Transient in Very-small PV Top Break (0-1600s) 
(1-a) Initial Pressure Transient after Break  

The initial pressures and pressurizer (PZR) water level transients are shown in Fig.4.2-11. 
Immediate decrease of the primary pressure and PZR water level just after the break start at 

time=0s was a result of rapid coolant volume contraction which was typically shown in hot leg 

temperature decreases (less than -11 K) and a small temperature increase (about 2 K) in the cold 

legs (Fig.4.2-12) caused by the rapidly increased pump speed and primary loop coolant flows 

within 25s after the break (see Fig.4.2-7).  
 

After this rapid contraction period, the primary pressure gradually decreased due to coolant mass 

discharge from the break unit. The PZR level decrease caused termination of the PZR heater 

power supply at 362s. The scram signal generated at 627s caused isolation of two SG secondary 

sides (629s) and the increased SG secondary pressures resulted in pressure regulation process 

from 690s by RV cyclic opening. Thereafter, two SGs were controlled in a pressure range of 

8.03-7.82 MPa and contributed to cool the primary coolant system. The core power decrease 

below 10 MW started at 650s. 
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(1-b) SG Secondary Fluid Conditions in Initial Transient  
The main feedwater supply was stopped by the isolation at 632s and secondary water level at 

each SG (Fig.4.2-8) was kept higher than 9 m by AFW actuation at 1006s irrespective of the cyclic 

steam discharge through each RV (Fig.4.2-9). Figure 4.2-10 shows total AFW flow rate (RC195) 
for two SGs, which was derived from level change data of the RWST noted as LE38 in the figure.  

 

(1-c) Natural Circulation and Void Formation in Primary Loops 

Figure 4.2-7 shows transient coolant flow rate at each primary loop indicating that natural 
circulation flow continued after the pump trip at 880s. Collapsed water levels in the U-tube inlet 

sides at each SG (Figs.4.2-13 and 14) show that these tubes were full of water as well as the SG 

inlet/outlet plena (Figs.4.2-15 and 16) and cold legs (Fig.4.2-18) during the initial transient before 

1600s. On the other hand, HL-A Beam C density data (Fig.4.2-17) showed rapid decrease after 
about 770s, which suggests void region or water level formation only in the hot leg top region 

during the pump coast-down process. Similar void formation was suggested in the HL-B top 

density data. The SG inlet plenum temperatures (Fig.4.2-12) reached saturation condition at about 
840s. These steam flows were generated in the upper core region as shown in the same transient 

of heater rod surface temperatures at Pos.5 through Pos.9 (Fig.4.2-6) and transported to the SG 
inlet region through the hot leg top region. 

 

(2) Gradual Coolant Mass Loss and Periodic Oscillation under SGRV Cyclic-Open  
   (1600-37320s) 
The steam discharge at the break was confirmed by the decreased break flow rate to constant 

value after about 1600s (see Fig.4.2-2) and it was supported by the stable water level formation 

observed in the Beam C fluid density data (Fig.4.2-3) at the horizontal break line. After the steam 
discharge started, very small mass decreasing rate (0.075 kg/s in average between 2000 and 

37000s) resulted in significantly long transient until core boil-off started. As the primary mass 

gradually decreases, periodic mass transport or water level change was observed between two 

loops as a result of asymmetric SGRV opening at two SGs. 

 

(2-a) Mass Decrease by Steam Discharge at PV Top during SG Pressure Regulation  
In this second phase, the primary pressure was controlled by SG pressure regulation as shown in 

Fig.4.2-1 and the steam break flow rate was kept almost constant (Fig.4.2-2). The stable and 
stratified steam flow was also detected by three-beam gamma-densitometer at the horizontal 

break unit (Fig.4.2-3), which showed steam phase at the pipe top (Beam A), water level in the 

lower half region (Beam C) and intermediate level between them (Beam B). Figure 4.2-4 shows 
five fluid temperatures at bottom, middle and top of the UH associated with the UH collapsed water 

level (RC141) above EL 6.614 m. The fluid temperatures were the same as the saturation 

temperature in the second phase. The UH water level data, however, includes zero shift of 0.38 m 
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as shown in the next Section 4.2.2. The corrected UH water level data showed that the water level 

was observed at the UH top at about 1730s and it gradually decreased to a slightly higher 

elevation above the CRGT top (EL 8.09 m) which was kept almost constant for a long time until 

34230s. At 34230s, the UH level started to decrease toward the top of spray nozzle (EL 7.38 m). In 

a short time prior to 34230s, the UP water level decreased to the top of CRGT side holes (EL 

4.585 m) at 34040s and thereafter, the UP steam flowed up to UH through the CRGTs contributing 

to the UH level decrease. After the UH level reached the spray nozzle top at 36200s, the level was 

kept constant as shown in Fig.4.2-40 and steam from the downcomer region directly rose up to the 
break line.  

 

(2-b) Regional Water Level Decreases in Primary System  
In the second phase, regional water levels in the primary loops gradually decreased as shown in 

SG U-tube inlet collapsed water levels at two SGs (Figs.4.2-13 and 4.2-14), SG outlet regions 

(Fig.4.2-16) and SG inlet plena (Fig.4.2-15) in addition to the fluid density data in the cold leg 

(Fig.4.2-18) and hot leg (Fig.4.2-17), respectively. The SG U-tube water levels showed large 
oscillations due to the SGRV cyclic open until all the coolant mass was depleted. In the early 

phase of U-tube mass decrease between 5000 and 9000s, coincident RV opening was frequently 

observed in two SG pressure data at a larger core power condition, while in the later phase of 

U-tube mass decrease between 27000 and 33000s, asymmetrical RV opening was observed in 

each SG pressure data at a lower core power condition. In the intermediate period between these 

two conditions, mixed mode of RV opening was observed between two SGs. It should be noted 

that the U-tube level changes at two SGs were related to the SGRV opening modes and thus, to 

the primary-to-secondary heat transfer conditions. Asymmetrical U-tube level oscillations are 

typically shown below.  

 

(2-c) Periodic Water Level Oscillation in U-tubes between Two SGs  
Periodic water level oscillation at U-tubes in two SGs is shown in two coolant mass distribution 

maps (Fig.4.2-19 at 18700s when SG-A RV opened and Fig.4.2-20 at 19100s when SG-B RV 
opened). When the SG-A RV was opened at 18700s and SG-B RV was remained closed, the 

SG-A U-tube levels rose up due to steam condensation while the SG-B U-tubes were empty of 

water. When the SG-B RV was opened at 19100s and SG-A RV was remained closed, the SG-B 

U-tube levels rose up due to steam condensation while the SG-A U-tubes were empty of water. 

These indicate that primary coolant mass was transported between two SGs according to the 

asymmetrical SGRV opening at two SGs. These are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.4 with Figs. 
4.2-21 through 4.2-23.  
 

(3) Core Boil-off under SG Pressure Regulation Process (37320-40760s) 
After a long transient of gradual mass decrease in the primary loops, the UP became empty of 
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water at 37320s (see Fig.4.2-5) and thereafter, the core boil-off process started in the third phase 
until actuation of AM action at 40760s.  

 

(3-a) Temporary Core Cooling by Fall-back Water during SG Pressure Regulation  

Figures 4.2-26 through 4.2-29 show heater rod surface temperatures at elevations of Pos.9 (core 
top) through Pos.6. The core middle height (Pos.5) was kept cooled under the mixture level during 

the test period. It is shown in Fig.4.2-26 that the earliest heat-up was observed at the high-power 
rod of B17(4,4) at 38140s, and heat-up at B22 (4,4) rod followed with a short time delay in the core 

central region. On the other hand, the latest heat-up was detected at the low-power rod of 

B08(4,3) at about 40240s (2100s later than the earliest one). The B08 rod is located in the 

peripheral region under the HL-A nozzle. This heat-up delay can be ascribed to the effect of reflux 

water fall-back from two SGs. In addition to the continuous reflux fall-back, intermittent cooling 

effects were detected by the heater rods at the top of high- and middle-power bundles when the 

RV was intermittently opened at SG-B at three times (38270, 38790 & 39330s). This temporary 

rod quench can be attributed to a temporary mixture level swelling in the core top region, which is 

caused by rapid primary depressurization at each SGRV opening. No SGRV opening was 

conducted in SG-A after 37300s and similarly in SG-B after 39500s, respectively.  

 

The reflux fall-back water also cooled the core barrel inner surfaces as shown in Fig.4.2-30. The 
core barrel temperature at EL 3.6 m (core top elevation) showed no heat-up even if the core 

mixture level decreased below EL 3.6 m. Only the core barrel at EL 4.9 m in UP region showed 

temporary superheat.  

 

As the overall core water level gradually decreased (Fig.4.2-31), the earliest rod heat-up at lower 
elevations was observed like as 38925s at Pos.8, 39500s at Pos.7 and 40140s at Pos.6, 

respectively. The earliest rod heat-up front represents a mixture level transient which is slightly 

higher than the core collapsed water level due to void distribution below the mixture level. On the 

other hand, continuous rod cooling was observed in the peripheral region such as Pos.8 through 

Pos.6 of the B03(4,3) rod under the HL-B nozzle. Heat-up delay at B03(4,3) rod was longer than 

the B08(4,3) rod suggesting more water fall-back at the HL-B side than the HL-A side during this 

heat-up period. These heat-up delays above the mixture level, however, are not shown in 

Fig.4.2-31. The saturation temperature (TS; RC200) is shown in each figure for comparison. Small 
discrepancy observed between rod temperature and TS before the heat-up period is due to 

measurement error within the thermocouple uncertainty range of ±5.31 K in addition to a small 

temperature increase according to the imbedded thermocouple location from the rod surface.  

 

(3-b) Steam Heat-up Behaviors Related to Core Heat-up  
Fluid temperatures at vertical elevations (Pos.4 to Pos.9) of high-power rod B20(4,4) with CRGT at 
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the exit are compared with those (Pos.4 to Pos.9 & UCP inlet) of high-power rod B15(4,4) without 

CRGT in Figs.4.2-32 (a) and (b), respectively. There was no significant difference between them 

in comparison with the SP7 test results (refer Figs.4.1-35 (a) & (b)), which showed large 
discrepancy caused by CRGT-focusing 3D steam flow. It can be concluded that no 

CRGT-focusing 3D steam flow was observed in this 0.1% top break test. The vertical fluid 

temperatures (Figs.4.2-33 (a) & (b)) in and above two middle-power bundles (B22 with CRGT & 
B23 w/o CRGT) showed no significant differences. On the other hand, large diversity was 

observed between the vertical steam temperatures at two peripheral bundles of B07 and B05 both 

w/o CRGT (Figs.4.2-34 (a) & (b)). Steam in the B07 bundle located at the HL-A side showed 
larger cooling conditions compared with steam in the B05 bundle which was located far from hot 

legs suggesting locality of fall-back water in core peripheral regions with respect to the hot leg 

nozzle location. 

 

(3-c) CET and Fluid Temperature Responses Related to Core Heat-up Behaviors 

All CET temperatures are shown in Figs.4.2-35 (a) and (b) indicating a large diversity among them. 
The earliest heat-up higher than an accuracy range above saturation temperature was detected at 

39125s in the central bundle (B23).The earliest CET heat-up was 985s later than the core heat-up 

start at 38140s and other CETs showed larger delay of heat-up or no heat-up at some CETs. At 

the time of 40000s, 6 CETs showed superheat higher than 10 K at B01, B05, B06, B11, B22 & B23, 

10 CETs showed no heat-up or less superheat than 5K at B02, B04, B07, B10, B12, B15, B18, 

B19, B21 & B24, and 4 CETs showed intermediate behaviors. The monitored CETs detected 

heat-up to 623 K at 40760s for initiation of the AM action.  

 

Fluid temperatures in the UP and CRGT top parts were measured as shown in Figs.4.2-36 and 

4.2-37, respectively. These steam temperatures can be used to clarify steam flow behaviors in the 
UP and CRGTs compared with those at the CETs. The UP steam heat-up showed almost no 

diversity at 5 locations (bottom, 2 middle parts & 2 top parts) and rather earlier heat-up timing 

(39000s) than the CETs. The highest value of these UP steam temperatures was slightly lower 

than the maximum CET temperature (B23). These UP steam temperature measurements show 

less influence by fall-back water from hot legs compared with those at CETs which are largely 

affected during the SG pressure regulation process. The CRGT top fluid temperatures showed 

slight superheat compared with the UP steam superheat suggesting large cooling effects of CRGT 

structures on the uprising steam flows at low velocity.  

 

Figures 4.2-38 (a) and (b) show distribution of the heater rod superheats at core top (Pos.9) and 

the CETs with maximum, minimum and average values, respectively. Figures 4.2-39 (a), (b) and 

(c) show relations between average superheat at core top of DTave(P9) and CETs of DTave(CET) 
at the first, second and third heat-up periods of 38300-38800s, 38900-39300s, and 39400-40800s, 
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respectively. These periods are based on the heat-up periods without temporary rewetting at three 

SG-B RV opening times. In the first and second heat-up times, the CET temperature rises were 

very small. In the third period, DTave(P9) and DTave(CET: UCP Outlet) are linearly related in a 
range of 26 K ≧ DTave(CET) ≧ 10 K as,  

 

DTave(P9) = 1.96×DTave(UCP Outlet)+28.9  [K]. (4.12) 

 

This relation agrees well with equation (4.11) for SP7 experiment.  

 

(4) Immediate Recovery of Core Cooling by Start of SG Depressurization Action  
   (40760s to Test End) 
The AM action started at 40760s by the full-opening of RV at two SGs caused rapid primary 

depressurization, immediate core mixture level recovery and final core quench at 41040s before 

the AIS actuation (41188s). Thereafter, the core cooling was well maintained until the break valve 

closure at 43583s.The peak cladding temperature was detected as 699.5K at the high-power rod 

B17(4,4) Pos.7 at 40805s. The primary coolant mass distribution was estimated at the start and 

last of the fourth phase of SP8 experiment as shown in Figs.4.2-41 and 4.2-42, respectively.  
 

(4-a) Rapid SG Depressurization Action   

Figure 4.2-1 shows the primary depressurization following the SG depressurization action in the 
fourth phase. The rapid primary depressurization caused decrease of steam discharge rate at the 

break (Fig.4.2-2). The increased SGRV flow rates at two SGs in the fourth phase are shown in 

Fig.4.2-9. The rapid secondary water level decrease and increased AFW flow rate in each SG are 

shown in Figs.4.2-8 and 4.2-10, respectively.  
 

(4-b) AIS Injection and Water Level Recovery in Primary Loops   

Figures 4.2-24 and 4.2-25 show injection flow rates (RC192 to CL-A & RC193 to CL-B), water 
levels, pressures and gas phase fluid temperatures in ACC and ACH tanks, respectively. The AIS 

actuation started at 41188s in CL-A and that at 41197s in CL-B, respectively. After termination of 

the AIS injection, non-condensable gas inflow started at 42745s in CL-A and that at 42767s in 

CL-B, respectively (These gas inflows are shown in Section 4.2.2). The AIS injection caused rapid 

primary coolant mass recovery by larger injection flow rates under faster primary depressurization 

condition in addition to less steam mass discharge at the small-size break. Rapid water level 

recovery after the AIS start was observed in PV (Fig.4.2-5), cold legs (Fig.4.2-18), hot leg 

(Fig.4.2-17) and SG U-tubes (Figs.4.2-13 & 4.2-14), respectively. These regional coolant mass 

recoveries in the primary system are shown in Fig.4.2-42.  
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(4-c) Rapid Core Cooling by Mixture Level Swell Caused by SG Depressurization   

The core heater rod surface temperature responses shown in Figs.4.2-26 through 4.2-29 and 

Fig.4.2-31 clearly indicate immediate cooling in the upper half core region after the SG 
depressurization action and the quench completion at 41040s at the Pos.7. The final heater rod 

quench time is 148s earlier than the AIS start timing. The rapid primary depressurization caused 

additional void formation in the lower half core region and steam generation in the lower plenum, 

which both increased the core mixture level to cause the core quench.  

 

It should be noted that steam temperatures (TE723 & TE133) only in the core top of B05 bundle 

(peripheral bundle far from two hot legs) and its exit region showed quench time of about 41270s 

as shown in Fig.4.2-34 (b), which is 230s later from the last rod quench time of 41040s and is 
further 88s later than the AIS start timing. These temperature data suggest that the core mixture 

level swelling due to the rapid depressurization action at two SGs contributed to quench most of 

heater rods except for some peripheral bundles which were far from the hot legs as a result of 3D 

uprising steam flow from the core toward two hot legs. Although the limited number of rod 

temperature measurements (only 3 rods at Pos.9 & Pos.8, 6 rods at Pos.7) is insufficient to 

observe steam or mixture level behaviors in the upper part of whole core region, the specific 

dryout condition in and above B05 bundle indicate an evidence of partial cooling or 

non-homogeneous steam flow conditions at the core exit during the rapid SG depressurization 

process of AM action.  

 

4.2.2 Data Analyses on Primary Coolant Mass, Vessel Top Head Water Level and  
     Core Steam Flow  
 

By using the same methodology as in the SP7 data analysis (Section 4.1.2), the UH water level 

correction and primary coolant mass estimation are conducted for the SP8 test as shown below. 

The gas masses flowed from the AIS tanks to each primary loop are estimated in addition to each 

AIS injection flow rate. Total steam condensation rate in U-tubes at two SGs was derived from 

mass balance between net steam generation rate and steam discharge flow at the break unit for 

almost steady state conditions at an average pressure of 8 MPa during the long pressure 

regulation process. In addition, an average steam velocity at the core exit during the core heat-up 

process was estimated from steam generation rate under the core mixture level. 

 

(1) Corrected UH Water Level  
The UH water level (RC 141) shown in Fig.4.2-4 includes a zero-shift which caused (a) RC 141 
level data does not agree well with another UH water level based on DP 63 data (EL 7.834–9.653 

m), (b) the almost constant water level above 1.93 m (EL 8.54 m) exceeds the UH break nozzle 

elevation (EL 8.501 m) irrespective in most of the steam discharge period (6000-34000s), and (c) 
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the second constant water level at 1.14 m (EL 7.76 m) before 40760s does not correspond to 

either elevation at CRGT top (EL 8.096) nor spray nozzle top (EL 7.381 m). Therefore, RC 141 

data based on DP133 (EL 6.614–9.653 m) was corrected as shown below.  

 

The following conditions are used for data correction. As the first, two level data based on DP 133 

and DP 63 should agree well within the common measuring range above EL 7.834 m. Next, the 

lowest value of DP 63 level data should be equal to its lowest measuring location at EL 7.834 m. 

As the third, the constant RC 141 data between 36200 and 40760s should be equal to the spray 

nozzle top elevation (EL 7.381 m) during the almost constant pressure condition. The RC 141 level 

decrease after 40760s means mass decrease due to evaporation under the rapid primary 

depressurization. 

 

The second and third conditions require a level correction of ΔL(= L-LC) = 0.096 m for DP 63 level 

data, and ΔL = 0.38 m for the RC 141 level, respectively. Figure 4.2-40 shows these corrected UH 
level data between 33000 and 38000s prior to the core heat-up process. These corrections 

clarified the following results. (a) The constant UH level at 34000s was EL 8.155 m which is 0.346 

m lower than break nozzle elevation allowing steam discharge toward the break unit, and is at an 

intermediate level above the CRGT top elevation (EL 8.096 m) and below the deflector (EL 8.169 

m) installed above the CRGT top suggesting steam jet flow round the CRGT top nozzles (3 mm 

gap around the control rod driving axis). (b) Two level data based on DP 133 and DP 63 

completely agreed with respect to the constant levels before 34230s and also to the level 

decreasing rate between 34230 and 36200s.  

 

(2) Transient Primary Coolant Mass and Amount of Gas Mass Flowed into Primary Loops  

Table 4.2-2 and Fig.4.2-43 show the primary coolant mass estimated by using the same 
methodology as in the SP7 test results. In order to estimate additional AIS injection flow rate 

during the sweep-out process in the injection line, gas expansion characteristics after the AIS tank 

water level reached the stand pipe top were investigated for SP8 test. The AIS gas volume 

expansion during the injection process (the tank water level is higher than the stand pipe top), and 

estimated gas mass flowed into primary loops after the sweep-out process are shown in Tables 
4.2-3 and 4.2-4, respectively. These are also shown in Figs.4.2-44 and 4.2-45. The followings are 
derived from these data analysis during the SP8 test in comparison with the SP7 test.  

 

(a) Steam discharge from the PV top started at about 1600s at a mass ratio of MR/M0 = 0.860 (with 

UH mass of 6.3% M0) which is significantly higher than the SP7 test (MR/M0 = 0.360). The 

corrected UH water level (RC 141) at this time is EL 9.06 m which is higher than the break 

nozzle elevation (EL 8.501 m) and almost agrees with the horizontal BU line (EL 8.936 m, see 

Fig.2.1-14). This means that the UH region was full of saturated water at this time and vapor 
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could rise up from the CRGTs to the BU through the UH break nozzle. Thus, the steam 

discharge condition in UH region of 0.1% top break test (SP8) differs from that in 1.0% top 

break test (SP7) probably due to different steam flow rate through the break nozzle between 

two tests. An average steam discharge flow rate in SP8 test (2000-3000s) was 0.091 kg/s 

which is approximately 1/10 of that in SP7 test (0.89 kg/s, 1400-1500s). In addition, the large 

difference between the primary coolant masses of two tests also indicates large difference in 

their mass distributions in the primary loops.  

(b) The core heat-up started in SP8 test (38140s) at MR/M0 = 0.346 (with UH mass of 2.1% M0) and 

the corrected UH water level was at the spray nozzle top (EL 7.381 m). This UH water level in 

SP8 test is significantly lower than that in SP7 test (EL 8.318 m) indicating less mass transport 

from the UP to UH through the CRGTs in the smaller top break test. An effective primary 

coolant mass (MRE) for core cooling start is derived by excluding the UH mass from the total 

primary mass as MRE/M0 = 0.325. This MRE/M0 is higher than that in SP7 test (MRE/M0 = 0.259) 

indicating larger coolant mass remaining in the primary loops at the core heat-up start timing 

than in larger top break test.  

(c) The primary coolant mass at the time of AM action start (40760s) was MR = 1718 kg (MR/M0 = 

0.318). The least primary coolant mass at the AIS start time (41188s) is estimated as 31.5% of 

M0. The AIS actuation contributed to rapid mass recovery as shown in Fig.4.2-43. The primary 
coolant mass distribution at the AM start is estimated by using equation (4.7) as shown in 

Fig.4.2-41. Major regions of remaining coolant are PV lower part, two loop-seals and the UH at 
this time. The remaining UH masses at these timing are estimated as 2.1 and 0.8% of M0.It 

should be noted that the primary coolant mass of 1507 kg at the AM action start at 40760s 

(Fig.4.2-41) disagrees with the remaining mass of MR = 1718 kg, probably due to uncertainties 
for both estimation methods. Reference [10] shows an uncertainty of total regional mass in the 

primary system is ±78.5 kg and that for remaining mass based on the mass balance equation 

is ±149 kg. Thus, a relatively large difference between two masses at 40760s can be covered 

by these uncertainties. 

 

(3) Mass Balance to Derive SG Steam Condensation Rate during Pressure Regulation  
   Process 
As described in Section 4.2.1 (2), the primary pressure was kept almost constant at about 8 MPa 

during the long SG pressure regulation process with almost stagnant primary flow condition after 

10000s. This suggests steam mass balance among a steam generation rate in the core (QC [kW]), 

steam condensation by the circumferential heat loss (QHL [kW]) from the primary system, a 

discharge steam flow rate (WD [kg/s]) at the PV top break, and a total steam condensation rate 

(WC [kg/s]) at two SGs under cyclic RV opening. In this process, the core was well cooled until 

38140s. The steam discharge flow rate is determined as an average mass decreasing rate during 

each 1000s from the primary mass inventory data (Table 4.2-2). Thus, the total steam 
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condensation rate at two SGs can be derived by a mass balance between the net steam 

generation rate (WG [kg/s]) which corresponds to core power subtracted by the heat loss and the 

steam discharge flow rate at saturated condition as,  

 

WC = WG - WD , (4.12) 

WG = (QC-QHL)/hL , (4.13) 

 

where hL [kJ/kg] is a latent heat of steam. A total heat loss from the primary system at pressure of 

8 MPa (TS = 658.1 K) was derived as QHL = 100 kW from the heat loss characteristics test results 

for the LSTF [12] by cumulating regional heat loss for the PZR, three pipes connected to PZR, 

pressure vessel, two primary loops and inlet and outlet plena of two SGs. 

 

Table 4.2-5 shows estimated results of an average steam condensation rate at two SGs during 
each 1000s between 10000s and 38000s in SP8 test. The followings are derived from this table.  

(a) The average core power gradually decreased from 768.2 to 551.7 KW along the core decay 

power curve and the constant heat loss corresponded to 13.0-18.1% of the core power. The 

net steam generation rate (WG) also gradually decreased from 0.465 to 0.313 kg/s according to 

the power decay. 

(b) Average steam discharge flow rate (WD) showed a gradually-decreasing tendency with some 

fluctuation between 0.088-0.056 kg/s in this time period. The discharge flow rate is significantly 

lower than the net steam generation rate in the primary system such as WD/WG = 0.203 ± 0.04. 

It is concluded that the steam condensation rate at two SGs (WC) corresponded to about 80% 

of the net steam generation rate (WG) indicating the major heat sink at two SGs.   

 

(4) Estimation of Average Steam Velocity at UCP Flow Paths during Core Heat-up Process 
An average steam velocity (VS [m/s]) at the UCP with flow area of AUCP = 0.08558 m2 was 

estimated during the core boil-off period until the AM action start (38000-40600s) of SP8 test 

under almost constant pressure at 8 MPa as shown below. As steam discharges toward the break 

unit through two paths of spray nozzles at the downcomer top and CRGTs between the UH and 

UP, core exit steam flow can be estimated by steam generation rate in the core. A steam 

generation rate in the core (WCORE [kg/s]) consists of two factors; one is a steam generation rate 

under the core mixture level which is shown in Fig.4.2-31 and another one is an additional steam 
generation rate above the mixture level due to the fall-back water from the hot legs, which partially 

cooled the core in the peripheral region. Therefore, the steam generation rate in the core can be 

determined by an effective core power (QM [kW]) which is ranged by the upper bound of average 

core power (QAV [kW]) for the whole core during each time period of Δt = 200s and by the lower 

bound of core power below the core mixture level (QL [kW]) which depends on the core mixture 

level and the axial power distribution (see Fig.2.1-10) as, 
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QM = QM0 ±ΔQM , (4.14) 

QM0 = (QAV+QL)/2 , (4.15) 

ΔQM = (QAV-QL)/2 , (4.16) 

WCORE = QM/hL, (4.17) 

 

and the average steam velocity at the UCP (VS) is derived by using saturated steam density (ρG 

[kg/m3]) as,  

 

VS = (WCORE /ρG)/AUCP . (4.18) 

 

It is shown in Table 4.2-6 that the average steam velocity (VS) at the UCP was almost constant at 
0.08-0.10 m/s during the core heat-up process in SP8 test. This low velocity indicates stagnant 

steam flow conditions in the overall core and it may result in rather downward flow in the 

peripheral core region by contacting cold metal surfaces such as the core barrel. On the other 

hand, higher steam flow than the average value could be present in the high power bundles. It 

should be noted that most of the uprising steam flow went to two SGs through the UCP and hot 

legs in comparison with the steam flow through the CRGTs because of the very small break size. 

The CETs above the UCP were thus influenced both by the uprising steam flow from the core and 

fall-back water from the hot legs in SP8 test.  

 

4.2.3 Primary Loop Fluid Oscillation during SG Pressure Regulation  
 

The automatic SGRV cyclic opening caused not only the primary pressure oscillation but also 

various types of oscillating fluid behaviors in the primary loops during the long SG pressure 

regulation process. The pressure oscillation behaviors are grouped into three types; one is a 

coincident RV opening at two SGs, which caused primary pressure change with larger amplitude 

than in a case of RV opening at only one SG, next one is an asymmetrical RV opening between 

two SGs which means RV open in one SG and closed RV in other SG and the RV opening SG 

reciprocally changed, and the third one is a repeated RV opening at one SG and no RV opening at 

another SG. The first two types were observed in a time period between 4000 and 25000s while 

the third type was observed mainly in the later phase after 25000s. A typical fluid behavior during 

the second type of reciprocal SG depressurization is shown below. 

 

(1) Primary Loop Cooling by Reciprocal SG Depressurization  
Figures 4.2-21 (a) and (b) show the pressure oscillations in two SGs (PE19 & PE21) and in UP 
(PE10) with pressure difference (DP) data around the UH, and related fluid density oscillation at 

the hot leg top (Beam A), respectively during 18200-20600s when the reciprocal SGRV opening 

was observed between two SGs. At 18700s, the SG-A pressure was in a pressure recovery 
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process from the lower RV closing setpoint after a short RV opening (18520-18530s) and 

pressures in primary and SG secondary sides were in a order of,  

 
UP(PE10) ＞ SG-B(PE19) ＞ SG-A(PE21) . (4.19) 

 

The earlier pressure rise up to the RV opening setpoint in SG-B side resulted in the next RV 

opening instead of the SG-A side. On the other hand, SG-B pressure was the lowest among them 

at 19100s when the SG-B was in a pressure recovery process from the lower RV closing setpoint 

after a short RV opening (18890-18900s) as, 

 
UP(PE10) ＞ SG-A(PE21) ＞ SG-B(PE19) . (4.20) 

 

Thus, the reciprocal RV opening was repeated between two SGs. As the primary system is 

pressurized by continuing steam generation in the core, the primary and secondary pressures 

recover after each reciprocal RV opening suggesting asymmetrical heat removal from the primary 

system to the SG at lower pressure. The pressure recovery period between the RV closure time at 

one SG and the RV opening time at another SG is about 360s and thus, the RV opening was 

repeated by about 370s during the above process. 

 

(2) Oscillation of DP Data around UH Region  
Differential pressure between UH and UP (DP52; EL6.135-9.653 m) and that between UH and 

downcomer (DP62; EL6.799-7.834 m) showed coincident oscillation with the primary pressure 

responses as shown in Fig.4.2-21 (a). As the UP water level was kept constant at the hot leg 
elevation, the CRGT side holes were covered by two phase mixture and two-phase flow passed 

through the CRGTs. As the UH water level was kept constant slightly above the CRGT top 

elevation (EL 8.096 m) in this test period (18200-20600s), the DP62 data includes water head 

above the spray nozzle top (EL 7.381 m). The DP52 data showed higher value than DP 62 

suggesting larger pressure loss of two-phase flow through the CRGTs.  

 

(3) Hot Leg Water Level Oscillation by SGRV Cyclic Opening  
Figure 4.2-21 (b) shows fluid density data at Beam A in two hot leg regions related to the primary 
and secondary pressure responses. These Beam A density data are far less than the saturated 

water density of 722 kg/m3 at about 8 MPa indicating water level formation in each hot leg upper 

region. The HL-B water level was higher than the HL-A water level during the time period 

(18200-20600s). The reciprocal SGRV opening at SG-A caused immediate decrease in the 

primary pressure and simultaneous decrease of HL-A Beam A density, which is larger than that in 

HL-B Beam A density suggesting transient void increase under the rapid depressurization 

especially in the hot leg with SG-A at RV opening. The HL Beam A density data rapidly recovered 
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in two hot legs within several 10 seconds after the RV closure. This behavior was repeated when 

the SG-B RV was opened and then closed with larger density decrease in the HL-B Beam A 

density data and its recovery.   

 

(4) SG U-tube Water Level Oscillation by SGRV Cyclic Opening  
Figures 4.2-22 (a) and (b) show collapsed water levels in 6 U-tubes (Tube 1 through Tube 6) in 
the inlet side of SG-A and SG-B, respectively. These level data indicate reciprocal level increase 

and decrease between two SGs. After the SG-A RV was closed the SG-A U-tube water levels 

were raised according to the continuing steam condensation in this region while no U-tube level 

rise was observed in SG-B U-tubes at 18700s. On the contrary, SG-B U-tube levels were raised 

after the SG-B RV was closed by the similar reason as in the SG-A RV operation and no level rise 

was observed in SG-A U-tubes at 19100s. The reciprocal level oscillation was repeated during the 

SGRV cyclic opening period at two SGs and these U-tube levels gradually decreased as the 

primary coolant gradually decreased due to the succeeding steam discharge at the break.  

 

(5) Loop-seal Water Level Oscillation by SGRV Cyclic Opening  
Figures 4.2-23 (a) and (b) show reciprocal fluid oscillation at loop-seal regions of Loop-A and 
Loop-B, respectively related to the pressure responses and loop flow rates during the same period. 

The SG-A RV opening caused continuous level increase in the downflow-side and simultaneous 

level decrease in the upflow-side of the loop-seal A region while it caused a slight level decrease 

in the downflow-side and simultaneous level increase in the upflow-side of the loop-seal B region 

as shown in Fig.4.2-19. Similarly, the SG-B RV opening caused symmetrical loop-seal level 

responses as those after the SG-A RV opening as shown in Fig.4.2-20.  
 

Therefore, the reciprocal SGRV opening and closure at two SGs caused reciprocal fluid oscillation 

in the wide range of primary loops including the SG U-tubes, inlet and outlet plena, loop-seal 

regions while the PV water mass was almost kept constant during these processes. As the 

primary coolant mass decreased, these fluid oscillation diminished until about 32000s (see 

diminished U-tube level data in Figs 4.2-13 and 4.2-14 in addition to the HL-A density data in 

Fig.4.2-17).  
 

4.3 Effects of Break Size on PV Top Break LOCA Phenomena 
 

Shown in this section are break size effects on water level formation in the UH, steam discharge 

flow in break line, and 3D steam flow in the core induced by the CRGT-focusing steam flow which 

is specific to the SP7 test (see Fig.4.1-35). At first, results of a 0.5% top break test (SP2) as an 
intermediate case between 1.0% break (SP7) and 0.1% break (SP8) tests are briefly summarized 

in Section 4.3.1. Then, pressure transients and major events of three tests are compared in 
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Section 4.3.2 with Table 4.3-1.  
 

4.3.1 Brief Summary of 0.5% Top Break Test (SP2) 
 

(1) Pressure Transients and Major Events in SP2 Test  
Major test conditions including the initial conditions and ECCS conditions in SP2 test are almost 

the same as those in SP7 test except for the break size, core power decay curve (JAERI power 

curve for SP2 test), starting condition of operator action on HPI recovery (steam superheat of +10 

K in hot leg fluid temperature for SP2 test) in addition to the difference of simulated core assembly 

(the first assembly for SP2 test) and initial coolant mass inventory as a result of active dead 

volumes in connecting piping. 

 
Figure 4.3-1 shows primary and secondary pressure responses in SP2 test. The scram signal was 
generated at 85s after the break initiation and it caused SG isolation. The primary pressure was 

mainly controlled by the SG pressure regulation until the operator action of HPI recovery at 3930s. 

In the high pressure condition at about 8 MPa, steam discharge from the break line started at 

about 2200s and core heat-up was observed between 3532 and 3980s. The heated core was 

completely quenched within 50s after the HPI actuation.  

 

(2) UH Level Formation and Steam Discharge at Break Unit in SP2 Test  
Figure 4.3-2 shows DP 63 data corresponding to a water level transient in the UH top region (EL 
7.834-9.653 m). An experimental data analysis clarified that a collapsed water level derived from 

DP 63 included a zero-shift of 0.395 m and that the correct level data agreed to the break nozzle 

elevation (EL 8.501 m) after 2200s when steam discharge started at the BU line, reached the 

lower end of DP measurement (EL 7.834 m) after 3380s, and an extrapolated level below the 

lower end was consistent with an evidence of a fluid temperature measurement (TE 117) at EL 

7.535 m, which detected superheated temperatures at 3760s (see Fig.4.3-5). Therefore, the 
corrected UH top level transient was related to steam discharge behaviors through the UH to 

break line. The DP fluctuation before 2200s suggests level fluctuation above the break nozzle 

elevation.  

 

These UH level transients are consistent with the ST tank level increasing rate (Fig.4.3-3) which 
shows almost constant break flow rate of about 4.0 kg/s during a water discharge phase (0-170s), 

about 1.50 kg/s during a two-phase discharge phase (170-2200s) and about 0.48 kg/s during a 

steam discharge phase (2200-4000s). An increase of level increasing rate after 4160s 

corresponds to HPI water arrival at the break.  
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The break flow transients from water phase to two-phase and from two-phase to steam phase are 

consistent with the fluid density data (Fig.4.3-4) measured in an upstream side of the break orifice 
at the BU horizontal line. The three-beam fluid density data detected water single-phase condition 

before 170s, two-phase fluid conditions until 2200s and an almost single-phase steam flow 

condition after 2200s. The stable densities between 200-2200s in Beam B and C data agree well 

with a constant water level at h=24-25 mm above the bottom during the two-phase discharge 

period. This level is slightly lower than the break hole lower end (40.05 mm above the bottom). 

Consequently, two-phase discharge flow occurred at the break orifice under the fluid condition 

with this stable water level, and it changed into steam discharge flow condition when the water 

level diminished. A steam velocity during the steam discharge phase was estimated as VS = 2.0 

m/s in SP2 test. 

 

(3) Core Heat-up Behaviors and CET Temperatures in SP2 Test  
Figures 4.3-6 and 4.3-7 show typical heater rod surface temperatures between 3200 and 4200s 
at various horizontal locations of core top (Pos.9) and Pos.8, respectively. It was already clarified 

[5] that fall-back water from HL-A contributed local core cooling in the HL-A side during the SG-A 

pressure regulation process while the other part of core showed heat-up depending on the radial 

and axial core power generation rates. The peak cladding temperature was observed as 658 K at 

Pos.8 of high-power rod B14(4,4) at 3973s. The HPI actuation caused a temporary core water 

level decrease and uncovery in the middle height core (Pos.5) probably due to steam 

condensation in the cold legs and downcomer.  

 

Figure 4.3-8 shows typical CET temperatures at 10 locations in the core exit region. The CET 
heat-up was observed only at a limited part including a central core region. The other part was 

significantly affected by the fall-back water from HL-A, which also fell down into the upper core 

region generating saturated steam. An average superheating of CET (DTave(UCP outlet) = 

DTave(CET)) is related to an average core top (Pos.9) superheat as shown in Fig.4.3-9. The 
average CET superheat was linearly related within a small range of DTave(CET)＜10 K as, 
 

DTave(P9) = 1.47×DTave(CET)+16.9  [K]. (4.21) 

 

Thus, the CET temperatures could be used to detect core heat-up irrespective of the limited 

fall-back water conditions. The CET could reach 623 K at 4180s by extrapolating the highest 

temperature of TE 155 (see Fig.4.3-8) provided that no HPI was actuated. 
 

Figure 4.3-10 shows axial steam superheat distribution during core heat-up period in two 
high-power bundles of B20 with CRGT and B15 without CRGT in SP2 test. A small difference of 

steam superheat (less than 20 K) was observed between two bundles, which is significantly 
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smaller than that in SP7 (see Fig.4.1-35) as described in the next section.  
 

4.3.2 Effects of Break Size on Major Events in Three PV Top Break Tests 
 

(1) Core Heat-up and Steam Discharge Timing in Three Top Break Tests  
Figure 4.3-11 compares primary pressure responses with core heat-up period and operator 

actions of three top break tests. Figure 4.3-12 compares UP DP data (DP 51) with shifted vertical 
axis in three top break tests. The DP data correspond to water head above EL 4.06 m in UP region 

and the core water level decrease starts when the UP DP reached the lower end in each test. It is 

shown in these figures that core heat-up in 0.1% top break test occurred significantly later than two 

tests of 1.0 and 0.5% breaks.  

 

Table 4.3-1 shows that the core heat-up start time of 0.1% top break test (SP8) at 38140s is 
significantly later than an equivalent timing of 5×3532s for the 0.5% top break test and 10×1610s 

for the 1.0% top break test. This was caused by relatively larger coolant mass remained in the 

primary loops in SP8 test as a result of smaller break flow rate due to lack of the two-phase 

discharge period which was observed between 170-2200s in 0.5% top break test and between 

100-1360s in 1.0% top break test, respectively. In SP8 test, the steam discharge started at about 

1600s, while it started at 1360s in SP7 test and 2200s in SP2 test, respectively. Thus, a 

significantly smaller break size results in earlier phase separation in the break line, earlier steam 

discharge at the break at smaller steam velocity less than 0.5 m/s, and significantly later core 

boil-off initiation suggesting a non-linear effect of break size on phase separation in the break line.  

 

(2) Core Heat-up Detection by CET Superheat in Three Top Break Tests  
Table 4.3-1 compares a time period (c-b) of core heat-up detection delay by using the CET 
superheat as, 112s for SP7 test, 172s for SP2 test and 985s for SP8 test, respectively indicating 

the longer period by the smaller break size with a ratio of 1 : 1.5 : 8.8. On the other hand, a time 

period (d-b) from the core heat-up start and the CET temperature rise up to 623 K was 316s for 

SP7 test, 648s for SP2 test by assuming no HPI start and 2620s for SP8, respectively indicating a 

ratio of 1 : 2.1 : 8.3. Thus, a larger detection delay by CETs is observed in the smaller top break 

test. These timings are, however, summarized in a simple form [5] as shown below. The times of 

core heat-up start (A) and CET heat-up start (B) are well related as, 

 

A = 0.7603×B1.027 , (4.22) 

 
within an uncertainty of ±4% among three top break tests as shown in Table 4.3-1. 

 

In addition to these, an average core top temperature increase is almost linearly related to an 
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average CET temperature increase as shown in equation (4.11) for SP7 test, equation (4.12) for 

SP8 test and equation (4.21) for SP2 test, respectively. These are summarized in a following form 

of, 

 

DTave(P9) = C1×DTave(CET)+C2  [K] , (4.23) 

 

and C1 and C2 are shown in Table 4.3-1. Therefore, the CET temperature measurement can be 
used for core heat-up detection with a time delay and temperature discrepancy between them by 

considering these CET performances.  

 

(3) Three-dimensional Steam Flow in Core in Three Top Break Tests  
As described in Section 4.1.4, a large difference was observed between axial steam superheat 

distribution in two high-power bundles with or without CRGT in 1.0% top break test as a result of 

CRGT-focusing steam flow which rose up to UH break line (see Fig.4.1-32) in addition to a 
cross-flow effect between the adjacent rod bundles at different power conditions. On the other 

hand, the difference in SP2 test (Fig.4.3-10) is significantly smaller than that in SP7 test and that 
in SP8 test showed no difference. Thus, the smaller break size caused the smaller CRGT uprising 

steam flow rate and thus, caused less effect on CRGT-focusing steam flow compared with the 

steam generation rate in the core. This results in larger temperature discrepancy between the CET 

temperatures which were measured at outside of the CRGT and the core top rod temperatures in 

case of larger top break LOCA test.  
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5. Conclusions 
 

A series of PV top break-size parameter tests (SB-PV-07 and SB-PV-08) were conducted at the 

Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF) of ROSA-V Program with break sizes respectively of 1.0 and 

0.1% cold leg break equivalent under an assumption of total failure of high pressure injection 

(HPI) system. Operator recovery actions to enhance core cooling, either by HPI or steam 

generator (SG) secondary depressurization, were taken further respectively for SP7 and SP8, by 

referring the temperature rise at core exit thermocouples (CETs). Typical phenomena in each of 

PV top SBLOCA tests are clarified as shown below. Results from a previous 0.5% top break test 

(SB-PV-02)[5] were referred during the discussions. 

 

1. Major test results and data analysis results for the 1.0% PV top break test (SP7) are as follows;  

(1-1) The scram signal was generated at 50s after the break initiation by the decreased PZR 

pressure at 12.97 MPa followed by concurrent isolation of two SGs which caused SG 

pressure regulation between 8.03-7.82 MPa. Then, the core was cooled by natural 

circulation through two SGs and the primary pressure was maintained slightly above the 

SG secondary pressures until the break flow turned into steam discharge at about 1360s. 

The steam discharge contributed to decrease the primary pressure below the secondary 

pressures. The core heat-up started at 1610s by boil-off. The maximum rod temperature 

was 789 K when the CET temperature reached 623 K at 1926s when an operator action to 

start the HPI was initiated. Core was quenched within 370s and the peak cladding 

temperature of 880.5 K was detected at about 2080s at Pos.7 of the high-power rod. 

(1-2) The steam discharge through the break started when the upper head (UH) water level 

decreased below the break line nozzle (EL 8.501 m). The UH water level was kept slightly 

higher than the control rod guide tube (CRGT) top level (EL 8.09 m) until about 2000s. An 

estimated coolant mass in the UH region at 1610s when core heat-up started was 294 kg, 

which is 5.4% of the initial coolant mass of M0 = 5404 kg. A boundary primary coolant 

mass (MR) for core heat-up initiation was evaluated to be 1400 kg (MR/M0 = 0.259), by 

subtracting the UH remaining coolant mass. As the average HPI injection flow rate was 

1.89 times larger than the average steam break flow rate between 2000 and 3100s, the 

primary mass inventory gradually recovered by the HPI resulting in core quench 

completion until 2296s. 

 

2. Major test results and data analysis results for the 0.1% PV top break test (SP8) are as follows; 

(2-1) A small break size resulted in a significantly slow primary depressurization with late 

reactor trip signal generation at 627s after the break followed by concurrent isolation of 

two SGs. The SG pressure regulation continued for a long time (690 to 40000s) to keep 

the pressures within 8.03-7.82 MPa. The steam discharge through the break started at 
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about 1600 s when the UH was still full of water and only the fluid density data in the 

horizontal break line (EL 8.936 m) showed water level formation. Vapor may have risen up 

to the break line through the UH water. The core heat-up due to boil-off started at 38140s 

and the maximum rod temperature was 694 K when the CET reached 623 K at 40760s. 

The SG depressurization was then started as an accident management (AM) action that 

caused rapid core quench within 280s due to core water level swell as well as coolant 

mass inflow from the vessel downcomer. The peak cladding temperature of 699.5 K was 

recorded at 40805s at Pos.7 of the high-power rod. The core quench was completed until 

41040s before the AIS actuation at 41188s. 

(2-2) During the long-term SG pressure regulation, reflux water fall-back effects were observed 

as local cooling of the core and CETs. Irrespective of the fall-back water effects on CETs, 

unaffected CETs contributed to detect core heat-up, though with some delay. Significant 

fluid oscillation behaviors were observed further in both loops including the water levels in 

SG U-tubes and loop-seals, which were induced by asymmetrical SG RV opening at two 

SGs especially before the initiation of core heat-up with the significantly low core power 

level of about 0.7 MW (about 1% of scaled nominal power). 

(2-3) When the upper plenum (UP) mixture level decreased to the bottom of CRGT: side hole 

top elevation (EL 4.585 m) at 34040 s, steam flowed into UH through the CRGTs and the 

UH water level started to decrease at 34230 s. The UH water level continued to decrease 

to the DC spray nozzle top elevation (EL 7.381 m) by 36200 s and remained afterwards 

until the start of SG depressurization action. The primary coolant mass (MR) compared to 

the initial coolant mass of M0 = 5426 kg at 1600 s when the steam discharge started was 

estimated as MR/M0 = 0.860 in SP8 test, which is significantly higher than 0.360 at 1360 s 

in SP7 test. The primary coolant mass ratio at 38140 s when the core heat-up started was 

0.346 including the UH remaining mass of MRUH/M0 = 0.021 that is lower than 0.054 in SP7 

test suggesting less mass transport to UH in SP8 than in SP7 test.  

 

3. Both operator actions of HPI recovery in SP7 test and steam generator (SG) depressurization 

in SP8 test resulted in immediate recovery of core cooling when these actions were initiated by 

referring the CET temperature rise up to 623 K during the core boil-off process. Thus, it is 

confirmed that these operator actions in combination with the core heat-up detection by using 

CETs were adequate for core quench in these cases. 

 

4. Phenomena typical to PV top break LOCA are summarized based on three LSTF tests (SP2, 

SP7 and SP8) as follows; 

(4-1) Relatively early transition of the break flow into steam discharge in case of the vessel top 

SBLOCA tests contributed to slow decrease (or conservation) of the primary inventory in 

comparison with other break location such as the cold leg, hot leg and PV lower plenum. 
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Furthermore, the HPI recovery operator action based on the core overheat detection in 

1.0 and 0.5% top break tests caused early recovery of the primary coolant mass inventory 

limiting the peak cladding temperature below 900 K without any core power limitation, 

while the SG depressurization action in very small 0.1% top break test also caused 

immediate core cooling by the core mixture level swelling as well as coolant inflow from 

the PV downcomer region under the loss of HPI condition. These results are different from 

the results of 1.9% top break test [2] which showed significant core overheat because of 

fast primary depressurization and late start of operator action for SG depressurization 

based on late CET heat-up detection. 

(4-2) Effects of the top break size on the primary depressurization are observed. The break size 

larger than 1.0% cold leg break equivalent caused the primary pressure lower than the SG 

secondary pressures after the steam discharge started at the break, while the primary 

pressure was kept higher than the SG pressure when the break size is less than 0.5%, 

indicating the influences of energy discharge rate through the break.  

(4-3) Reflux condensate fall-back from SGs was induced by SG pressure regulation in the 0.5 

and 0.1% break tests and locally cooled a part of core and core exit, especially in the 

peripheral region.  

(4-4) Time delay of the incipience of CET heat-up from the core heat-up was observed to 

depend on the break size. These two timings are related by an equation (4.22) within an 

uncertainty of ±4% for three tests. Temperature discrepancy between the core and CETs 

was summarized further as an equation (4.23) in an almost linear form between average 

superheat of the top potion of core heater rods and average CET superheat. This relation 

is useful even when the limited fall-back water exists during the SG pressure regulation 

process as observed in 0.5 and 0.1% break tests. 

(4-5) The CRGT chimney effects (preferential flow of core uprising steam into CRGTs) on 3D 

steam flow in the core and core exit in 1.9% top break test [2] are also observed in smaller 

(1% and 0.5%) break cases though with smaller influences. There was no influence with 

0.1% break test. It was confirmed that the steam flow rate through the CRGTs decreases 

with the break size and temperature discrepancy between the hot steam flow in the 

CRGTs and stagnant steam flow around the CETs. Consequently, CET performance to 

detect core heat-up was found improved in 1.0 and 0.5% break tests compared to the 

1.9% break test.  
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Appendix-A   Measurement List and Instrument Location for SP7 and SP8 
Experiments  

 
A list of available measurements for two tests of SB-PV-07 (SP7) and SB-PV-08 (SP8) is 

presented in Table A.1. as referred in Section 2.2. The data channel with (*) means qualitative 

data. Measurement locations are presented below in Figs.A.1 through A.20 (Reference [1]). 
 

 

List of Table and Figures 
 

Table A.1  List of available measurements for SP7 and SP8 Tests (19 sheets) 

 

Fig.A.1 Vertical location of upper pressure vessel instruments 

Fig.A.2 Vertical location of middle pressure vessel instruments (except for core) 

Fig.A.3 Vertical location of lower pressure vessel instruments 

Fig.A.4 Horizontal locations of upper plenum instruments including CETs 

Fig.A.5 Arrangement of thermocouple locations in core heater rod assembly 

Fig.A.6 Instrument location for pressurizer 

Fig.A.7 Primary loop-A instrument locations for pressure, temperature, 

 fluid density and others 

Fig.A.8 Primary loop-A instrument locations for DP and flow-rate 

Fig.A.9 Detail of instrument locations in hot leg A 

Fig.A.10 Detail of instrument locations in cold leg A 

Fig.A.11 Primary loop-B instrument locations for pressure, temperature, 

 fluid density and others 

Fig.A.12 Primary loop-B instrument locations for DP and flow-rate 

Fig.A.13 Cross-over legs with instrumentation (Loop-seal region) 

Fig.A.14 Gamma-densitometer setup, single-beam and three-beam types 

Fig.A.15 Overview of piping and instrumentation for secondary coolant system 

Fig.A.16 Location of pressure and DP measurements for SG-A/B 

Fig.A.17 Location of fluid temperature measurements for SG-A/B 

Fig.A.18 Location of wall temperature and temperature difference measurements for SG-A/B 

Fig.A.19 Liquid level and downcomer flow rate measurements for SG-A/B 

Fig.A.20 Typical instrumentation for break unit and break flow storage tank 
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